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Less than six months before
the Assembly polls in the

State, Congress changed
Punjab Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh conceding
that it was the best political
alternative to dent the growing
anti-incumbency against the
two-time Chief Minister.

It was clear that the polit-
ical script written by the
Congress high command was
unpalatable to the Punjab Chief
Minister who submitted his
resignation to Governor
Banwarilal Purohit soon after
4pm before the meeting of
Congress Legislature Party
(CLP) to elect a new leader.

Citing continued humilia-
tion by the Congress leadership
over the past two months,
Capt Amarinder made it clear
that he would explore and
exercise his future options
when the time comes, “There
is always an option, and I will
use that option when the time
comes. At the moment I am
still in the Congress,” he said
after submitting his resignation.

“I was humiliated three
times by the Congress leader-

ship in the past two month.
They called the MLAs to Delhi
twice and now convened CLP
here,” Amarinder said, adding
that he had decided and
informed Congress president
Sonia Gandhi in the morning
that he would resign.

“Apparently they (Congress

high command) do not have
confidence in me and did not
think I could handle my job.
But I felt humiliated at the
manner in which they handled
the whole affair,” he told
reporters at the gate of the Raj
Bhavan after giving his resig-
nation letter to the Governor.

“Let them appoint who they
trust,” he remarked, taking a dig
at the party leadership.

After the arrival of AICC
general secretary incharge of
the State Harish Rawat and
Central observer Ajay Maken
in Chandigarh, it was clear that
Capt Amarinder would be

removed if he did not tender
his resignation. Sensing the
cal mood, he rushed to the Raj
Bhavan and tendered the one-
line resignation letter which
said, “I hereby tender my res-
ignation as Chief Minister, and
that of my Council of
Ministers.”

The political script in
Punjab has an uncanny simi-
larity with the one in BJP ruled
Gujarat where not only the
Chief Minister but the entire
Cabinet was replaced to give
the Government a brand new
look ahead of the elections. 

Continued on Page 2
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As schools reopen gradual-
ly in various States, the

Centre on Saturday asked the
respective authorities to mon-
itor any rising Covid infection
trends among children and
strengthen the public health
response infrastructure, includ-
ing medical oxygen plants,
ICU, and hospital facilities and
essential medicine stocking.

The suggestions come
amid fear of a third Covid-19
wave as at least 70 districts in
15 States have become a cause
of concern in terms of rising
Covid-19 cases. 

At a review meeting with
States on Saturday, the
Government noted that around
34 of these districts have a pos-
itivity rate exceeding 10 per
cent, and in 36 districts the rate
hovers between 5 and 10 per-
cent. Cabinet Secretary Rajeev
Gauba, who chaired the meet-
ing, said there was no room for
complacency and called for
strict enforcement of Covid
appropriate behaviour, espe-
cially in the wake of upcoming
festivities.

He asked the States to
implement intensive contain-
ment and active surveillance in
clusters reporting high cases
and not delay the imposition of
restrictions, increase testing

while maintaining RT-PCR
ratio and promptly commission
pressure swing adsorption
plants, oxygen cylinders, con-
centrators and ventilators.

“States were also told to
undertake regular reviews for
priority implementation of
emergency response package II
to ensure preparedness with
enough headroom, monitor
infection spread in children
considering that few States
have opened schools, monitor
breakthrough infections post-
vaccination and analyse the
emerging evidence, monitor
mutations including sending
sufficient samples for genome
sequencing,” the Government
said in a statement here.
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Defence Minister Rajnath
Singh on Saturday received

water from 115 countries of
seven continents for offering in
the construction of the Ram
temple in Ayodhya.  He termed
it “innovative thinking” and
underlined the message of
“Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam”.

He made these remarks at
his residence here after receiv-
ing the water from rivers,
streams, and oceans from these
115 countries.  Shree Ram
Janmabhoomi Teertha Kshetra
general secretary Champat Rai
and Ambassadors and High
Commissioners from several
countries including Denmark,
Fiji and Nigeria were present
on the occasion.

The water was procured by

NGO Delhi Study Circle, which
is led by BJP leader and former
Delhi MLA Vijay Jolly. Lauding
this effort, Rajnath said,
“Procuring water from all the
countries of the world replicates
the thinking of Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam of India.
Bringing water from 115 coun-
tries is an excellent work.”

He hoped water from
remaining 77 countries would

also be procured by the time
construction of the temple is
completed. “We will do
‘Jalabhishek’ of our Ram Lala
from that water.” He further
said construction of Ram
Temple is a moment of pride
for everybody adding

“Indian culture is very rich
and there is no discrimination
on the basis of caste, creed and
religion in India,” he said. ����� 45*�05.32

India has administered 80
crore Covid-19 vaccine doses

so far, Union Health Minister
Mansukh Mandaviya said on
Saturday. A day ago,  India
administered the highest ever
single-day vaccinations with
2.5 crore doses given in 24
hours, which Mandaviya had
described as a golden chapter in
world history. In the meantime,
India reported 35,662 new
Covid-19 cases and 281 deaths
in the last 24 hours. 33,798 got
recovered in the same duration.

Kerala recorded 23,260
Covid cases and 131 deaths in
the past 24 hours.

The countrywide vaccina-
tion drive against the coron-
avirus was rolled out on January
16 with healthcare workers get-
ting inoculated in the first
phase.

“Standing tall against
Covid-19. India administers
80 crore vaccine doses.
Congratulations to the nation
on this momentous feat,”
Mandaviya tweeted using the
hashtag “Worlds Largest
Vaccination Drive”. India took
85 days to touch the 10-crore
vaccination mark, 45 more
days to cross the 20-crore mark
and 29 more days to reach the
30-crore mark, according to the
Ministry.
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In a blow to the saffron clan,
Asansol BJP MP and former

Union Minister Babul Supriyo
on Saturday quit the party and
joined the Trinamool Congress
little more than two months
after he was stripped of his
ministerial status after which he
had vowed to quit politics.

Supriyo joined the TMC in
the presence of the party’s
national general secretary
Abhishek Banerjee and its
Rajya Sabha leader Derek
O’Brien.

While the State BJP called
it an “act of revenge”, the
Asansol MP said there is no
vengeance in his mind and that
he left his earlier party just
because he was “feeling stag-
nated” and the “space for work
was increasingly getting nar-
rower.... I thought my effort to
serve people for several years
got a full stop... why... or how...
is irrelevant”.

Supriyo’s joining the TMC
comes close on the heel of at

least 5 MLAs, including former
BJP national vice 
president Mukul Roy, quitting
that party.

Soon after he joined the
BJP, the Union Government on
Saturday scaled down the
armed security cover of Central
paramilitary commandos given
to the Asansol MP. His  secu-
rity cover was reduced from the
second-highest level of Z to Y
category, sources said.

����� *1�324��64�

The US military has admit-
ted that a deadly drone

strike days before its pullout
from Afghanistan was a “trag-
ic mistake” as it did not kill the
ISIS-K planners bent on attack-
ing the Kabul international
airport, and instead killed 10
innocent civilians, including an
aid worker and seven 
children.

Briefing reporters on the
results of the investigation of
the August 29 drone strike in
Kabul, General Kenneth Frank
McKenzie, the commander of
the US Central Command,
also said it was “unlikely that
the vehicle and those who died
in the attack were associated

with Islamic State-Khorasan
or were a direct threat to 
US forces”.

The strike by a Hellfire
missile in Kabul on August 29,
which was launched in an
effort to kill ISIS-K planners,
instead killed 10 civilians, 
he said. 
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BJP on Saturday announced
two candidates for the

Rajya Sabha bypolls — Cabinet
Minister Sarbananda Sonowal
and Minister of State L
Murugan from Assam and
Madhya Pradesh respectively.
The polls would take place on
October 4.

Sonowal is the Union
Minister for Ports, Shipping
and Waterways, and Murugan
is the  Minister of State for
Information and Broadcasting.

Sonowal, who as Chief
Minister led the BJP to the sec-
ond successive victory in the
Assam Assembly poll, was
inducted into the Modi Cabinet

on July 7. He was compensat-
ed for leaving the Chief
Minister’s post for Himanta
Biswa Sarma in May this year. 

Murugan was the BJP pres-
ident of the Tamil Nadu unit.
Both the leaders needed to be
elected to the Upper House
before the period of six months
that would end early next year.

Total of six seats are vacant
in the Upper House — two
from Tamil Nadu, one from
Bengal, one from Assam, one
from Madhya Pradesh and one
from Maharashtra. 

The ruling Trinamool
Congress (TMC) nominated
Sushmita Dev, who in a sur-
prise move recently quit the
Congress and joined the TMC.

����� 45*�05.32

The CBDT on Saturday
alleged that actor Sonu

Sood and his associates evad-
ed tax of �20 crore and claimed
that after the Income Tax
Department raided him and a
linked Lucknow-based infra-
structure group, it was found
that he routed his “unaccount-
ed income in the form of bogus
unsecured loans from many
bogus entities”.

It also accused Sood of vio-
lating the Foreign Contribution
Regulation Act (FCRA) while
raising donations from abroad.

It had launched searches
against the 48-year-old actor
and the Lucknow-based 
group of industries involved in
the infrastructure sector on
September 15 and the 
CBDT said the action was 
continuing.
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Out but not defeated, a vis-
ibly agitated Capt

Amarinder Singh on Saturday
declared that he will stay in pol-
itics and had his options open,
while making it clear that he
would never accept an “inca-
pable” Navjot Singh Sidhu as
the Chief Minister.

Minutes after handing over
his and his Council of
Minister’s resignation to the
Governor, Capt Amarinder hit
out at the party high command
for humiliating him time and
again. 

Capt Amarinder claimed
that he had fulfilled his duty
given to him, serving Punjab as
the Chief Minister for nine and
half years, including five years
of his previous term (2002-
2007). “I worked as strongly as
I can for my Punjab and the

people and would continue to
do so. I am not going to bog
down. I have completed my this
task. Now I will take over the
next,” he added.

Keeping the cards close to
his chest, Capt Amarinder
refused to disclose what he had
planned for his future. 

Earlier in the day,
Amarinder had convened a
meeting of Ministers and
MLAs supporting him at his
official residence here at 2 pm.
However, apart from a handful
of his close allies in the cabinet
and among MLAs, not many
attended the meeting. 

Amarinder had led the
Congress to a stunning victo-
ry in the 2017 Assembly polls,
following 10 years of Akali rule
in the State. The Congress had
mustered a brute majority of 80
in the 117-member Assembly.

Continued on Page 2
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This movie released in
theatres last month and all
those who missed

watching it in the cinema hall
can now see it on the OTT
platform in the safety of their
homes. The film in 15 days of its
theatrical released earned
collected �26.50 crore at the BO.
Directed by Ranjit M Tewari,
Bell Bottom is based on true a
event — hijacking of a plane
that was first taken to Amritsar
to Lahore to then Dubai.  It is
definitely an interesting and an
engaging watch especially for
those who read about the
hijackings that were taking
place in the 70s ans mid-80s.

Tewari has done his best to
bring the era alive by
reacreating the backdrop and

even give it the a retro effect.
Since bellbottoms were very
much in fashion   back then,
probably that is how the title
came up.

Of coure, the younger
generation would cringe in
horror at the style but then the
movie is not about fashion but
about India giving a befitting
reply to our nemesis —
Pakistan.

And any film where we
come out looking heroes is a
must watch. The fact there
were instances where we didn’t
pander to their whims and
fancies says a lot about the
leadership even then.

At the helm is Akshay
Kumar. off late, the actor has
everything going for him.
Whatever project that he does
and has done appear to have
been verycarefully thought off.
Probably that is why he is able
to pull off the roles that he has
done — be it Padman, Laxmii
or Mission Mangal.

As a desk clerk with RAW
and the go to person when a
hijack takes place, he has given
a great performance even
though there was instances
where he over-steps. Everyone
knows that in bureaucracy this
is a no-no. But one can give this
slight missif given how he
outwits Pakistan.

Akshay Kumar does these
kind of roles to perfection and
that is what makes watching
Bell Bottom interesting till the
last frame. He has redefined
what a hero is for sure.

A specialy mention for
Dolly Ahluwalia. Though her
role is small, she has done a
great job to play mother to
Akshay Kumar. Lara Dutta as
Late Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi may not look like her
but does a  good job as well.

Overall, the movie is
engaging to watch till the end
with a twist that none saw it
coming!
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� What is your role?

My role is of a very sweet wife who
likes dressing up and doing make-up.
Talking about my nature in the show, I
am a very fun loving person who enjoys
it a lot. But it is not always smooth sailing,
I do lose my temper at times, sometimes
I am quite stubborn and get upset as well.
I do not judge people and am a very
broad-minded person, which obviously
doesn’t mean that I don’t respect people.

� What is the best part of Bimlesh? 
She might be very stubborn and

grumpy at times but in the end she cares
about her husband, who she loves the most. 

� What was the attraction of playing
the character? 

To be honest, in real life I am a very
moody person but I don’t get angry or
fight with people like Bimlesh does.
Otherwise, Bimlesh’s character describes
me well and that is what attracted me.
Moreover, it was the director’s trust in me
that I would fit the role and when you
work with a particular production for a
long time they know who can pull off the
character well. It is definitely a very
challenging role but I was finalised
because I gave my 100 per cent to it. 

� Happy Ki Ultan Pultan is an iconic
show. What would you say is the reason
for its success? 

It is because people can relate well to
the show, it is very realistic. 

� How is Bimlesh different from what
you did in FIR, May I Come In Madam
and Excuse me Madam? 

In FIR I had played many characters
and in May I Come In Madam I was
playing a housewife’s role, who was very
possessive, insecure and doubted her
husband. In Bimlesh, it is totally the
opposite, I don’t doubt my husband or
isn’t insecure about things. I trust him
and love him. 

� How did you get into acting?
Since childhood I was very fond of

acting, I always loved dancing and aced it
and I also sing pretty well. My family also
kind of psyched me and said I am a good
actor and that is when I thought I should
give it a try. Comedy was also something
which interested me and that is why I have
been doing back to back comedy roles. 

� You have done a lot of comedy shows.
Has that been a conscious decision? 

When I worked for FIR, I played so
many roles and as far as I know, to win
your audience’s heart is tough but when
you do it makes you the happiest. It is a
very big thing for every actor of course.
I have made a place in my audience’s heart
with my work. They love me in comedy
and like my timing. That is one thing
which has always motivated me and that’s

why I am constantly doing comedy roles.

� What are the challenges that come
with doing a comedy genre? 

People who do daily soaps work hard,
and people who do comedy also work
hard. But I think comedy is quite tough
because if you are not good with the
timing, people would also not enjoy it.
It is all in the timing, which is not very
easy and not everyone can do it.
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One would think that a movie that has
kids would definitely be kid-
appropriate. But there have been a

few execptions to this rule. Take IT for
example — a movie that had kids — but Oh
boy! was it scary at least for the kids.

Nightsbooks directed by David
Yarovesky and written by Mikki Daughtry
and Tobias Iaconis is no different. It is based
on the 2018 horror-fantasy children’s book
of the same name by JA White.

There is something very creepy and
scary when it comes to films that have kids
with horror as its genre. The kids are sweet,
cute and somewhat innocent; they get
lured in by the witch and wham! Now they
are trapped in the evil house forever. 

Sounds familiar? Nightsbooks, one can
say is a modern twist to the Hansel and
Gretel tale. However, there is nothing scary
for the adults who love horror and scary
movies. Strange, weird and even creepy
would be some of the words to describe this
one.

The only somewhat horrible looking

character in the entire film is the real witch.
Yes, there are two witches! The bad witch
is the good one as compared to the older
one. This older one eats kids and is all bones
and candy! She has been sleeping for years
and what puts her to sleep? A scary story.
But there is a twist; the scary story can’t have
a happy ending. Those unable to deliver this
become little dolls. 

But there are highs too. The CGI is great.
If one can manage to get past the ugly
looking witch, one can actually appreciate
the effor that has gone into creating here.
The kids are smart.

Another good is that this somewhat
scary movie is something that young
teenagers will love and enjoy. Who doesn’t
like to best a witch and here there are two! 

And if one the kids is smart enough to
make a horror story on the go and outwit
and outsmart even the witch, what can be
better? For the teens, nothing gets them
going than watching another teen with a
streak of rebellion and yet never giving up
or snitching of the friend. That is the
underlinung message here — make frineds
for life and never give up on them what the
cost.

Nightbooks has a whimsical touch to it
that definitely has a happy ending
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Punjab Chief Minister Capt
Amarinder Singh on

Saturday surrendered without a
fight after he was caught
unawares in the midnight sur-
gical strike by the Congress
party's central leadership. In
less than 24 hours after Punjab
party affairs’ in-charge Harish
Rawat announced convening
of a Congress Legislative Party
Meeting (CLP) meeting on
Twitter, Capt Amarinder
resigned from the Chief
Minister's post leading to hectic
political activity and lobbying for

the CM’s post in the State.
By evening, the Congress

party was abuzz with specula-
tions with a section believing
that a Jat Sikh and Hindu com-
bination would lead the party to
the polls, scheduled to be held
early next year. Names of former
Punjab Congress chief Sunil
Jakhar are in the reckoning,
while former Union Minister
Ambika Sonia, Capt
Amarinder’s known critic-
turned-friend Partap Singh
Bajwa are also doing the rounds.
It is also believed that Capt
Amarinder’s once staunch loy-
alist but now main detractors —

Sukhjinder Singh Randhawa
and Tript Rajinder Singh Bajwa
— may also be considered for
the top post.

Capt Amarinder virtually
found himself destabilized about
a month back with cricketer-
turned-politician Navjot Singh
Sidhu's coronation as the PPCC
chief despite his strong opposi-
tion. Now after months of
infighting within Sidhu, and
repeated snubs by the high
command, Capt Amarinder
finally submitted his resignation
to the Governor.

Accepting the same, state
Governor Banwari Lal Purohit
has asked Capt Amarinder and
his Council of Ministers to con-
tinue in office, for the transac-
tion of routine business, till
alternative arrangements are
made.

As per the sources, the next
Chief Minister would be some-
one from the Sidhu-led camp.
Jakhar is emerging as the first
choice for the top post.

A traditional Congressman
with a clean and upright image,
Jakhar as chief minister could
give the Congress a combination
of a Hindu Sikh chief minister
and Jat Sikh president, which
might favour the party ahead of

the upcoming state assembly
election.

His appointment could also
be like a face-saving after mak-
ing Capt Amarinder a scapegoat
for the Congress' “non-perfor-
mance and non-fulfillment of
poll promises, and also giving a
real Congressman his due.

Jakhar, who had lost 2017
assembly polls even as the
Congress returned to power
with a thumping majority, had
playing a significant role as the
opposition MLA during the
Akali-BJP’s 10-year-regime.

Son of former Lok Sabha
Speaker Balram Jakhar, 67-year-
old Jakhar has been a three-time
MLA from Abohar constituen-
cy (2002-2017) and has also rep-
resented Gurdaspur Lok Sabha
constituency when he won the
byelection necessitated by the
death of the sitting MP Vinod
Khanna in 2017.

Besides, this would be for
the first time after the reorgani-
zation of Punjab in 1966 that
there would be a Hindu Chief
Minister. Ram Kishan was the
last Hindu Chief Minister for a
two-year tenure from 1964 to
1966 before the President’s Rule
was imposed for the smooth cre-
ation of Haryana.

It was Capt Amarinder who
had engineered Jakhar’s eleva-
tion to Punjab Congress presi-
dent’s post after he lost 2-017
polls. One time a close Capt
Amarinder loyalist, Jakhar never
hesitated to speak against him.

A section also believed that
Sidhu may project himself for
the Chief Minister’s role as
Jakhar is not a sitting MLA. But
that is most unlikely.

Sukhjinder Randhawa, cur-
rently the Jails and Cooperation
Minister, is known as Congress’
Majha brigade along with Tript
Bajwa and others. One time
Capt Amarinder’s close confi-
dant, Randhawa is a three-time
Congress MLA and has been
elected in 2002, 2007 and 2017.
His father Santokh Singh
Randhawa was twice state
Congress president.

He was among the four
Ministers who had opened a
front against Capt Amarinder.
Always pushing for action
against the Badals in sacrilege
cases and Bikram Majithia in
drugs cases, Randhawa had even
tendered his resignation in one
of the Cabinet meeting after the
High Court’s adverse order on
Kotkapura firing incident.

Another name that is doing

rounds is that of Fatehgarh
Sahib MLA Kuljit Singh Nagra,
a strong Rahul Gandhi loyalist
who was recently appointed
one of the four Punjab Congress
working president.

However, the final decision
on deciding the next Chief
Minister would be taken by the
party high command that has
authorizes the Congress chief
Sonia Gandhi to take the deci-
sion.

During the CLP meeting on

Saturday, held in the presence of
two central observers — Ajay
Maken and Harish Chaudhary,
two resolutions were passed —
one appreciating the outgoing
Chief Minister and another
authorizing Congress president
to select his incumbent.

The first resolution was
passed to appreciate the outgo-
ing CLP leader — who headed
the Punjab Government with
utmost ability, gave good gov-
ernance to the state, faced and

handled the challenges, said
AICC general secretary-in-
charge of Punjab Harish Rawat.

In the second resolution,
Punjab CLP authorized
Congress president to select its
next leader. “We will inform
about the next CLP leader once
it is conveyed to us by the CP,”
Rawat said.

Only two Congress MLAs,
including Capt Amarinder
Singh, skipped the Congress
Legislative Party meeting.
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The Vice President M Venkaiah Naidu on Sunday will attend
two programmes in Gurugram. 
The first programme will be organised at Apparel House,

Sector-44 at 11 am, where the Vice President will release 5 vol-
umes of books based on the articles and speeches of Deenbandhu
Chhotu Ram. Haryana Chief Minister Manohar Lal Khattar and
other dignitaries will be present on this occasion.

In the second programme, Naidu will honour Tokyo
Paralympic medal winners at NorthCap University, Sector-23 at
2:30 pm.  In the Paralympic Games, 19 players from Haryana
participated, out of which 6 won medals for the country.  

The State Government is giving a reward money of Rs 6 crore,
Rs 4 crore and Rs 2.5 crore to the players of Haryana who won
gold, silver and bronze medals in Olympics and Paralympics
respectively. The Minister of State for Sports Sandeep Singh will
also be present in this programme.
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Non-fulfillment of poll
promises, dominant

babudom, inaccessibility, per-
ception of being soft on the
Badals, have emerged as the
major grounds that led to the
downfall of Patiala Royal Capt
Amarinder Singh. After bring-
ing the Congress party back to
the throne with a thumping
majority in the Punjab Vidhan
Sabha with 78 seats in the 117-
member assembly, Capt
Amarinder was forced to
resign from the Chief
Minister’s post with election
just about four months away.
The Pioneer analysis the rea-
sons…
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Putting Badals behind
bars for their alleged involve-
ment in sacrilege and related
firing incidents, arresting the
“big fish” of drugs mafia and
eliminating drug menace, pro-
viding cheap electricity and
cancelling power purchase
agreements with the private
companies, farm loan waiver,
providing jobs, among others
— the Congress party
returned to power in 2017,
after a decade-long Akali-BJP
rule, with these tall promises.
But the non-fulfillment of the
same put Capt Amarinder in
dock.

His own men revolted
against him when the
Congress Government failed
to make any headway in ful-
filling any of its poll promis-
es. The leaders, especially
MLAs, had apprehensions of
facing the electorate who elect-
ed them on these promises.

What all were the mur-
murs, started turning into
boisterous voices when even
after four years, the Congress
Government could not nail
those guilty of sacrilege. The
Punjab and Haryana High
Court’s adverse order in the
Kotkapura police firing case in
April this year proved to be the
last nail in the coffin.

Several leaders — includ-
ing Cabinet Ministers
Sukhjinder Randhawa,
Charamnjit Singh Channi, and
even the then Punjab Congress
president Sunil Jakhar ques-
tioned Capt Amarinder and
his Government for not han-
dling the investigations prop-
erly. Navjot Singh Sidhu, who
had been staying away from
the limelight after quitting
the Cabinet in 2019 following
a reshuffle in which he was
divested of his portfolio,
slammed Capt Amarinder for
the same hinting at “fixed-
match” with the Badals.

Another major issue is
the report of STF on drugs not
being made public. It was
submitted to the High Court
by the STF chief three years
ago in an envelope, which
has not been opened yet. The

leaders hold the legal depart-
ment responsible for not pur-
suing the case properly as the
government wanted to protect
some leader of the SAD
named in the drug racket.
There are other issues of not
cancelling the controversial
Power Purchase Agreements
(PPA) that end up making
power very expensive in the
state. In fact, the resentment
started brewing in the
Congress when the govern-
ment fulfilled its first promise
of extending farm debt waiv-
er to farmers in 2017. The gov-
ernment gave away Rs 5,000
crore but the political leaders
alleged that the benefit was
transferred to farmers’
accounts directly without let-
ting them take credit.
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There was a strong resent-
ment against Capt Amarinder
over non-action against the
Badals in the police firing
after the Bargari sacrilege inci-
dent. The party leaders have
been complaining that there is
a perception gaining ground
that Capt Amarinder was play-
ing a fixed match with the for-
mer Chief Minister’s family —
the revelation of which was
made by Sidhu ahead of 2019
Lok Sabha polls in Bathinda.
Despite repeated efforts, he
could not counter the prevail-
ing perception that he was soft
on the Badals.

��	������$���������/
Mincing now words, the

party leaders, at various
forums, alleged that the gov-
ernment is being run by babus
and despite being in power,
they were being treated as
opposition leaders. Despite
Capt Amarinder’s repeated
instructions to respect the
Congress MLAs, the issue
remained. Right from the first
year of the government, the
party cadres have alleged that
the bureaucrats were running
the government and the polit-
ical leaders were ignored.

����
�����������$����/
Capt Amarinder’s inac-

cessibility — not only with the
people but his own party men
— has cost him dear. 

The inaccessibility tag
made him unpopular. In con-
trast, his predecessor Parkash
Singh Badal used to hold san-
gat darshan (public audience).
In fact, the former Congress
Chief Minister Beant Singh
too used to hold open durbars.
His own party leaders were
also not able to meet him. 

In fact, Congress MLAs
were asked to meet his OSDs
or the Chief Principal
Secretary if they have to get
any work done or discuss with
the Chief Minister. 

He also faced the same
charge in his previous tenure
as well.
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From Page 1
Political circles in Punjab

are rife with similar speculation
though it is unlikely that the
entire Cabinet in Punjab would
be changed, but sources do not
rule out a major surgical oper-
ation to weed out the non-per-
formers.

On the sudden change of

leadership, Congress sources
said that its internal reports sug-
gested that there was an under-
current against the sitting Chief
Minister for being inaccessible
to the party workers and even
MLAs and Ministers. “Going to
elections with this sort of an
upheaval where everyone was
against someone (Capt
Amarinder) it was not prudent

to leave things (elections) to
chance,” said a senior party
leader. He added that anti-
incumbency is a big factor in
Punjab where Governments are
not repeated (except Akalis
once) and taking corrective
measures in line with the
demands and wishes of the
MLAs, was a practical political
solution.

A party MLA added that
the Raja of Patiala was busy
enjoying life in the sere Siswan
Dam area near Chandigarh
where he lives in his farm house
and had cut off himself from the
ground realities of grassroots
politics.

In the CLP meeting,  as

expected and as per the tradi-
tions of Congress, MLAs autho-
rised party president Sonia
Gandhi to pick a new CLP
leader (Chief Minister) with a
resolution to this effect being
passed unanimously in a meet-
ing of the hurriedly convened
“emergency”  meeting.

Central observer Ajay
Maken said 78 of 80 party
MLAs were present in the meet-
ing. He said another resolution
praising and thanking Capt
Amarinder for his contribution
towards Punjab and the
Congress was also unanimous-
ly passed at the meeting. “We
expect that the party will con-
tinue to get guidance from

Amarinder Singh,” he said.
Amongst the top con-

tenders in the race for becom-
ing the interim Chief Minister
till the elections, former State
Congress chief Sunil Jakhar
tops the list. A staunch loyalist
of Capt Amarinder till recent
months, he changed track when
he sensed the brewing resent-
ment against the CM amongst
the MLAs and silently became
neutral. He was replaced by
Navjot Singh Sidhu two months
ago in July.  If Jakhar is chosen,
Congress would go with both-
- a Jat Sikh and a Hindu -- into
the polls, bringing in the caste
and community equation in
the Sikh majority State.

From Page 1
Capt Amarinder claimed

that he was well aware of all the
games his political rivals were
playing with him all this time.
“They have been doing all this
as they want to be the Chief
Ministerâ�¦I am aware of their
gameâ�¦this game has been
going on since long,” he said.

Expressing displeasure
with the party high command
over the turn of events that
forced him to tender his res-
ignation, Capt Amarinder said
that he had already asked the
party chief Sonia Gandhi to
“relieve” him but the high
command asked him to con-

tinue.
“I had told the party pres-

ident Sonia Gandhiâ�¦not
todayâ�¦but three-four weeks
back when I met herâ�¦seek-
ing to relieve me from this
charge telling her that this
won’t be possible with Sidhu
pulling right and me pulling
leftâ�¦I told them that in this
way the party would
splitâ�¦Rawat ji was also
thereâ�¦But she asked me to
carry onâ�¦Why they took
this decision now, I don’t
know,” he said.

WON’T ACCEPT SIDHU
AS PUNJAB CM EVER

In a bitter fight with the
Punjab Congress chief for
over a year now, Capt

Amarinder declared that he
would “not agree with Navjot
Sidhu as mukhyamantri”.
Slamming Punjab Congress
president, who had led a fight
to dethrone him, Capt
Amarinder said that Sidhu is
a complete disaster as chief
minister frontrunner for the
state. “He is a total disaster. He
wasn’t  able to run one
Ministry, will he be able to run
the Government? How can he
handle whole of Punjab?” said
Capt Amarinder, adding that
he would ruin Punjab if he
becomes the chief minister of
the state. Capt Amarinder said
that he “knows his (Sidhu’s)
capabilityâ�¦.He has no capa-
bility”.
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In a first of its kind observa-
tion by any presiding officer

of the legislatures in the coun-
try and in the context of rising
disruptions, Rajya Sabha
Chairman M Venkaiah Naidu
on Saturday unequivocally held
that disruptions of proceedings
amount to contempt of the
House and disruptors can’t
claim it as their privilege to do
so. 

Delivering the second Ram
Jethmalani Memorial Lecture
on “Is disruption of parliamen-
tary proceedings an MP’s priv-
ilege and/or a facet of parlia-
mentary democracy?” Naidu
spoke at length on the intentions
of various rules and other pro-
visions requiring high stan-
dards of behaviour of MPs in
the House  and the scheme of
privileges and argued that dis-
ruptions negate the objective of

effective performance by indi-
vidual members and of the
House collectively.

Speaking on disruptions
in the Parliament, Naidu
informed that the productivity
of Rajya Sabha is being quan-
tified since 1978 and during the
first 19 years till 1996, the pro-
ductivity of the House has been
over 100% and has begun to
decline since then. While the
House clocked annual produc-
tivity of over 100% during 16 of
these 19 years, it was so only in
two years in 1998 and 2009 dur-
ing the next 24 years and not
even once in the last 12 years.

The Chairman further said
that the productivity of Rajya
Sabha during 2004-14 has been
about 78% and it declined to
about 65% since then. Of the 11
sessions that Shri Naidu
presided over, four of them

clocked low productivity of
6.80%, 27.30%, 28.90% and
29.55% and during the year
2018, the Rajya Sabha record-
ed the lowest ever productivi-
ty of 35.75% under the impact
of disruptions, he stated. 

During the last monsoon
session (254th), the Rajya Sabha
lost more than 70% of the
scheduled time including over
76% of the valuable Question
Hour time, the Chairman
noted.

Since the Rajya Sabha came
into being in 1952, only 10
members were 
suspended for misconduct
inside the House during the
first 57 years while 18 were also
suspended in the last 11 years
including 9 in the 
last  one year.

Giving this information,
Naidu noted that these sus-

pensions do not reflect the
gravity of the situation since
such actions were not taken on
all occasions for various rea-
sons.

Seeking to answer in the
negative, if disruption can be
claimed as a privilege by MPs,
Chairman Naidu argued that
the Rules of the House, the
Code of Conduct, the detailed
Parliamentary Etiquette to be
complied with by the Members
of Rajya Sabha were clearly
aimed at ensuring a high stan-
dard of behavior of members
inside the House befitting the
solemnity of proceedings of
the House while the scheme of
privileges granted to the
Members are intended to
enable effective performance of
the Members individually and
of the House collectively. 

He asserted that accord-
ingly, disruptions negate the
principle of effective function-
ing of the House besides being
against the wishes of the peo-
ple.

Earlier in his speech, Naidu
described Jethmalani as a rebel
and radical thinker who
brought innovation to legal
inquiry and opened new vistas
of interpretation and opportu-
nities in every major case he
a r g u e d
during his 77 year long and suc-
cessful career as a leading
lawyer.
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Narendra Modi on Saturday
said it was an unforgettable and
emotional moment for him as
over 2.50 crore Covid-19 vac-
cine doses were administered
in the country on his 71st
birthday.

“With your efforts, India
has created a world record of
administering over 2.5 crore
vaccines in a single day, a feat
not even the most powerful
nations have been able to
achieve,” PM Modi said during
an interaction via video link
with healthcare workers and
beneficiaries in Goa.

“We saw how the nation
kept looking at CoWIN dash-
board yesterday. Over 15 lakh
vaccinations per hour, over
26,000 vaccinations every
minute took place yesterday.
Over 425 people were admin-
istered vaccines each second,”
he said.

PM Modi said he appreci-
ates all doctors, medical staff,
and people in administration in
the country for this effort. The
huge effort and skilled man-
power needed to accomplish
this task show the might of
India, he added.

“Birthdays come and go
but I have been away from such

things. But yesterday was emo-
tional for me. It has become an
unforgettable occasion for me,”
PM Modi said.

Without naming any party,
PM Modi said “a political
party” developed fever after
over 2.5 crore vaccine doses
were administered on his birth-
day.

“People speak of fever as a
side effect of vaccines. but a
political party experienced
fever after 2.5 crore vaccines
were administered on my
birthday,” he said.

PM Modi praised Goa
Chief Minister Pramod Sawant
and his government for over-
coming challenges in accom-
plishing 100 per cent vaccina-
tion of the first dose of covid
vaccines in the coastal state.

Goa is on way to becoming
a leading state in India as far as
vaccination is concerned, PM
Modi said.

“Goa is playing important
role in the success of the
world’s largest and fastest vac-
cination drive - ‘Sabko vaccine,
muft vaccine’. In the past few
months, Goa fought bravely
against heavy rainfall, cyclone
and flood, under the leadership
of Pramod Sawant,” he said.

When they are aware that
all people are vaccinated,
tourists will also feel safe and

flock to Goa in more numbers,
he said. PTI
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New Delhi: Prime Minister
Narendra Modi should cele-
brate his birthday every day as
some BJP-ruled states “per-
formed” on the day and vac-
cinated many times the daily
average, the Congress said on
Saturday.
The party took a dig at Modi
a day after India achieved the
highest record of 2.5 crore
Covid-19 vaccinations on a
single day. 
The Prime Minister’s reac-
tion came after senior
Congress leader P
Chidambaram tweeted asking

why we had to wait until the
PM’s birthday. “Happy and
grateful that 2.5 crore vacci-
nations were administered
vaccines yesterday But why did
we have to wait until the PM’s
b i r t h d a y ?
Suppose the PM’s birthday
was on December 31 then
would the 2.5 crore vaccina-
tions have been done only on
the last day of the year?
Vaccination is not like cutting
a cake on a birthday,” he tweet-
ed. Congress leader Rahul
Gandhi said this is the pace of
vaccination the country needs. 
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Facing financial crunch,
Taliban is negotiating with

African countries to supply
leftover American weapons. In
lieu of the weapons, the out-
fit is seeking payments in
diamonds to trade the same
through white channels in
the international markets.

The African diamonds are
globally reputed to be of high
quality and the Taliban is
aiming to offset the financial
crisis amid pending recogni-
tion of its regime from the
international market and a
staring drought in
Afghanistan.

The crisis is such that the
Taliban has started selling off
seized properties of the polit-
ical and ideological oppo-
nents. A number of such
properties have already been
sold off to the Pakistanis
based in Kandahar. Several
properties in other cities are
also on the block.

In view of the financial
mess the country is going
through, the Taliban has
sought aid from a number of
countries like Germany and
Iran as also from the interna-
tional community.

In addition, the Taliban
has already invigorated the
drug cartel in collusion with
the Pakistani military-ISI syn-
dicate to the Al Qaeda affili-
ates in Africa like the Boko
Haram and Al Shabab.

Founder President of the
Afghanistan Republic
Salvation Front and counter-
terrorism expert Ajmal Sohail

said, “Taliban is essentially a
terrorist or an insurgent orga-
nization that has been
involved in drugs trade and
smuggling of antiques and
has also relied on funding
from the Sheikhs of the Gulf
countries. But such funds can-
not sustain a government at
the helm in Kabul. Running a
government is an altogether
different ballgame than oper-
ating a guerilla organization.
Having realized the con-
straints of governance, the
Taliban is already amplifying
messages of an inclusive gov-
ernment and respect of
human rights, all of which are
aimed at seeking recognition
for its regime and subse-
quently gaining access to
international funding.”

Meanwhile, attacks on
Pakistani troops continue in
Pashtun dominated areas of
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. The
Tehrik-eTaliban Pakistan
(TTP) reportedly attacked a
Pakistani military post in
Bajaur late last night.

Quoting sources on the
ground, Sohail said several
Pak soldiers were killed and
wounded in the attack by the
TTP.

A spokesman for the
Pakistani Taliban said in a
statement that they had tar-
geted a Pakistani military post
in the Nawagai area of Bajaur,
killing and wounding the mil-
itants.   

The TTP is a breakaway
faction of the Afghan Taliban
active in Pashtun dominated
areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
and Balochistan.
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In an effort to maintain oper-
ational readiness and

increase the life of its Mirage
jets, the IAF has signed an
agreement with France to buy
phased out Mirages flown by
its air force. The deal is worth
over � 230 crores and the air-
frames of these planes will be
brought to India in containers.

At present, India has a
fleet of 50 Mirage planes pro-
cured in 1985. These versatile
planes were used in the Balakot
air strikes against terrorist
hide outs in 2019.

All these planes are now in
mid-life upgrade and the
acquisition of the phased
Mirages will ensure seamless
availability of spares, sources

said here on Saturday.
Moreover, this procurement
will make sure maintenance
cycle of these jets is adhered to
thereby prolonging their oper-
ational life.

Incidentally, the IAF had
inked a similar pact some
years too and bought phased
out Mirages from France. The
Mirage f leet is based in
Gwalior.

France is in the process of
switching over to Rafale jets
and has phased most of its
Mirages.

The 36-jet deal with India
for Rafales will be completed
next year with the last batch of
two planes arriving here. The
IAF has placed these jets in two
bases including Ambala in
north and Hashimara in West
Bengal in the east.
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The Supreme Court is in
favour of disbursing the

over �25 crore deposited by
the Maharashtra Government
in the apex court registry five
years ago to children who
lost both parents during the
Covid pandemic in the State.

A bench of Justices D Y
Chandrachud and B V
Nagarathna noted earlier this
week that the state has about
19,000 children who lost a
parent due to Covid-19 and
593 who lost both their par-
ents.

Maharashtra, one of the
worst affected states during
the second wave of pandem-
ic earlier this year, had
deposited the money in the
apex court registry in an old

matter related to medical col-
lege admissions.

The Supreme Court noted
that the government of
Maharashtra formulated a
policy on June 17, 2021 envis-
aging that Rs 5 lakh be placed
in fixed deposit for children
who lost both their parents
due to the pandemic and the
money will be payable to
them after they attain the age
of maturity.

“The amount of �20
crores which was deposited
(by Maharashtra government)
in pursuance of the order
dated December 2, 2016
stands enhanced to
�25,53,25,548 as a result of
accretions of interest,” the
bench said.

The top court said before
it directs the disbursal of the

money to the State of
Maharashtra, it wants that a
concrete statement be placed
on affidavit about the manner
in which the money will be
utilised for the benefit of chil-
dren affected by the death of
either or both parents due to
the Covid pandemic.

“The Secretary, Women
and Child Development of the
State of Maharashtra shall file
an affidavit within a period of
three weeks. The Court shall
thereafter pass an appropriate
order after scrutinizing the
proposal,” the bench said in its
order passed on September 13.

Advocate Sachin Patil,
appearing for the Maharashtra
government, submitted a note
giving details on how the
money would be utilized in
the interests of the children.
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The Supreme Court has said
that courts can exercise

their power to proceed against
persons not accused but
appearing to have committed
an offence only when there is
“strong and cogent evidence”
against such individuals and
not in a “casual and cavalier
manner”.

Under Section 319 of Code
of Criminal Procedure (CrPC),
when during the course of
inquiry or trial of offence, it
appears from the evidence that
any person, who has not been
made an accused, has com-
mitted any offence; the court
can proceed against such indi-
vidual for the offence which he
appears to have committed.

A bench of justices K M
Joseph and P S Narasimha
while dealing with a criminal
case said, “This is yet another
case where summons issued
purporting to invoke power
under Section 319 of the CrPC
has brought the newly sum-
moned person to this court.”

It said that the test as laid
down by the constitution bench
of this court for invoking power
under Section 319 CrPC inter
alia includes the principle that
only when strong and cogent
evidence occurs against a per-
son from the evidence the
power under Section 319 CrPC
should be exercised.

“The power cannot be
exercised in a casual and cav-
alier manner. The test to be
applied, as laid down by this
court, is one which is more
than prima facie case which is
applied at the time of framing
of charges,” the bench said in its
September 13 order.

The top court referred to
the 2014 constitution bench
verdict in Hardeep Singh ver-
sus State of Punjab and others
which dealt with the issue of
applicability of Section 319
CrpC and said it will all depend
upon the evidence which is ten-
dered in a given case as to
whether there is a strong
ground to proceed against an
individual, who has not been
made accused.
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Dunzo Med Air consortium
will conduct drone trials

for the ‘Medicine from Sky’ ini-
tiative of the Telangana
Government from Monday.

Accordingly, drone deliv-
ery tech firm, ‘Skye Air’ that
focuses on an end-to-end
ecosystem for UAV based logis-
tics will be conducting this as
a part of the ‘Dunzo Med Air’
consortium led by the hyper
local giant, ‘Dunzo Digital’.

The trials will begin on
September 20 in Vikarabad,
Telagana and shall continue till
September 25 during which
several healthcare logistics
related cases will be demon-
strated.

On its part, Skye Air said
it will conduct around 50 flights
all delivering vaccines.

These BVLOS ‘Beyond
Visual Line of Sight’ trials will
deliver vaccines up to 12 km
within an expected time frame
of 18 minutes.

Each drone will carry vac-
cines in temperature-controlled
boxes.
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With an eye on next year’s
crucial assembly polls in

Uttar Pradesh, BJP national
president J.P. Nadda on Sunday
gave tips to the Dalit leaders
who had gathered in Varanasi,
the Parliamentary constituen-
cy of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, on how to win votes.

Referring to various
schemes run by the Modi gov-
ernment -- Jan Dhan Yojna,
Antyodaya, toilets, housing,
education, Ujjwala, Ayushman
Bharat, campaign to connect
villages with electricity, Pradhan
Mantri Krishi Samman Yojana,
Mudra loan etc — Nadda
claimed that for the first time in
the country the government is
following the right path shown
by Babasaheb Ambedkar.

Nadda said that the work
that the Modi government has
done for the Dalit members of
the society in the last 7 years,
the previous governments could
not do even in 70 years.

In view of the number of
Dalit voters in Uttar Pradesh,
while virtually launching the
two-day meeting of the BJP
Scheduled Caste Front’s nation-
al executive convened in Prime
Minister Modi’s parliamentary
constituency Varanasi, the BJP
President claimed that the Modi
government has taken the steps

in the interest of Dalits which
no previous government had
ever taken. He asked the work-
ers to take the facts along with
the data directly to the Dalit
voters.

Accusing the Opposition
parties of using Dalits only as
a vote bank, Nadda said that the
Congress has always insulted
Babasaheb and the BJP has only
respect for him.

After OBC voters, the
number of Dalit voters is very
high in Uttar Pradesh. Out of
403 seats in the UP Legislative
Assembly, 84 seats are reserved
for the SC category. The pop-
ulation of Dalit voters in the
state is about 21 per cent and
out of this, more than half are
Jatavs -- about 54 per cent. In
42 districts of the State, the
population of Dalit voters is

more than 21 per cent. The his-
tory of the last three assembly
elections shows that the polit-
ical party which got more seats
out of the reserved seats, was
because of the Dalit votes.

The BJP wants to win the
hearts of the Dalits of the state
once again by holding a meet-
ing of the National Executive of
the SC Morcha in Varanasi. In
the two-day meeting, the BJP
will plan a strategy on how the
Dalits of Uttar Pradesh should
be told about the work of the
government and how they have
benefited from the various
schemes. Dalits will be
informed about not only the
schemes of the government
but it will also expose other
opposition parties including
the BSP and the SP over their
hollow promises.
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The Central Vigilance
Commission (CVC) has

made recommendation for
implementing the of Integrity
Pact (IP) in all public procure-
ments by the various Ministries
and the Departments.

IP helps government and
companies to reduce high cost
and maintain quality control.

IP adoption creates public
confidence and trust in decision
making process.

In its order issued on
September 14, 2021, the CVC
said that in order to enhance the
transparency and probity in
public procurement, it has pro-
vided the Standard Operative
Procedure which also envisages
the appointment of an inde-
pendent external monitor.

“The IP will also envisage
the appointment of Independent
External Monitor who are emi-
nent and experience person of
high integrity, adequate experi-
ence, a person of high integrity
and having unblemished service
record are appointed as IEM in
any organisation, the
Commission is empaneling per-
sons of integrity, after following
due process to such person,” the
order said.

“The panel of such persons
is updated at periodic intervals
to ensure the constant avail-
ability of suitable person for
nomination/appointment as
IEM,” it added further.

Realising the importance
of IP as a vigilance tool in con-
trolling corruption in public
contracting and procurement,
the CVC has, through its office

Orders recommended adop-
tion of Integrity Pact to all the
Secretaries to the government,
all Chairman and Managing
Director (CMDs) of Public sec-
tor Units, Public Sector banks
and all Chief Vigilance Officers
and provided them basic guide-
lines for its implementation in
respect of major procurements
in the government organisations.

On May 18, 2009, it issued
Standard Operating Procedure
spelling out all the details of the
IP which has been revised as per
the need basis and in its latest
order on September 14 revised
the SoPs and provided the
appointment of IEM for all gov-
ernment procurements.

The CVC is an apex vigi-
lance institution to advise and
guide Central Government
agencies in the field of vigilance.
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Afghanistan's new Taliban
rulers set up a Ministry for

the “propagation of virtue and
the prevention of vice" in the
building that once housed the
Women's Affairs Ministry,
escorting out World Bank
staffers on Saturday as part of
the forced move.

It's the latest troubling sign
that the Taliban are restricting
women's rights as they settle
into Government, just a month
since they overran the capital
of Kabul. In their first period
of rule in the 1990s, the Taliban
had denied girls and women
the right to education and
barred them from public life.

Separately, three explo-
sions targeted Taliban vehicles
in the eastern provincial capi-
tal of Jalalabad on Saturday,
killing three people and
wounding 20, witnesses said.
There was no immediate claim
of responsibility, but Islamic
State (ISIS) terrorists, head-
quartered in the area, are ene-
mies of the Taliban. 

The Taliban are facing
major economic and security
problems as they attempt to
govern, and a growing chal-
lenge by ISIS insurgents would
further stretch their resources. 

In Kabul, a new sign was
up outside the women's affairs

Ministry, announcing it was
now the “Ministry for
Preaching and Guidance and
the Propagation of Virtue and
the Prevention of Vice.” 

Staff of the World Bank's
$100 million Women's
Economic Empowerment and
Rural Development
Programme, which was run out
of the Women's Affairs
Ministry, were escorted off the
grounds Saturday, said pro-
gramme member Sharif
Akhtar, who was among those
being removed.

Mabouba Suraj, who heads
the Afghan Women's Network,
said she was astounded by the
flurry of orders released by the
Taliban-run government
restricting women and girls.

Meanwhile, the Taliban-
run education ministry asked
boys from grades 7-12 back to
school Saturday along with
their male teachers but there
was no mention of girls in
those grades returning to
school. Previously, the Taliban's
minister of higher education
minister, had said girls would

be given equal access to edu-
cation, albeit in gender-segre-
gated settings.

"It is becoming really, real-
ly troublesome. ... Is this the
stage where the girls are going
to be forgotten?” Suraj said. 

“I know they don't believe
in giving explanations, but
explanations are very impor-
tant.” 

Suraj speculated that the
contradictory statements per-
haps reflect divisions within the
Taliban as they seek to consoli-
date their power, with the more
pragmatic within the move-
ment losing out to hard-liners
among them, at least for now.

Statements from the
Taliban leadership often reflect
a willingness to engage with the
world, open public spaces to
women and girls and protect
Afghanistan's minorities. But
orders to its rank and file on the
ground are contradictory.
Instead restrictions, particularly
on women, have been imple-
mented.

Suraj, an Afghan American
who returned to Afghanistan in
2003 to promote women's
rights and education, said
many of her fellow activists
have left the country. 

She said she stayed in an
effort to engage with the
Taliban and find a middle
ground, but until now has not

been able to get the Taliban
leadership to meet with
activists who have remained in
the country to talk with women
about the way forward.

“We have to talk. We have
to find a middle ground,” she
said. Also on Saturday, an
international f light by
Pakistan's national carrier left
Kabul's airport with 322 pas-
sengers on board and a flight by
Iran's Mahan Air departed
with 187 passengers on board,
an airport official said. 

The official, who spoke on
condition of anonymity
because he wasn't authorised to
speak to the media, said the
two flights departed on
Saturday morning. The identi-
ties and nationalities of those
on board were not immediate-
ly known.

The international flights
were the latest to depart Kabul
in the past week as technical
teams from Qatar and Turkey
have worked to get the airport
up to standard for international
commercial aircraft.

A Qatar Airways flight on
Friday took more Americans
out of Afghanistan, according
to Washington's peace envoy,
the third such airlift by the
Mideast carrier since the
Taliban takeover and the fran-
tic US troop pullout from the
country. 
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Witnesses say a series of
three explosions that tar-

geted Taliban vehicles in the
capital of Afghanistan's eastern
Nangarhar province has left at
least three dead and 20 
wounded.

No one immediately took
responsibility for the attack
Saturday in Jalalabad, but the
increasingly violent Islamic
State group affiliate is head-

quartered in eastern
Afghanistan and are enemies of
Afghanistan's new Taliban
rulers. 

It wasn't immediately clear
whether Taliban officials were
among the dead and wounded. 

Also on Saturday a sticky
bomb exploded in the capital
Kabul wounding two people,
said police officials. 

The target of the Kabul
bomb was not immediately
clear. 
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Against the backdrop of the
troop withdrawal from

Afghanistan, the top US
Military officer is meeting in
Greece with NATO counter-
parts this weekend, hoping to
forge more basing, intelligence
sharing and other agreements
to prevent terrorist groups
from regrouping and threat-
ening America and the region.

Army Gen. Mark Milley,
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, said the meeting of
NATO defense chiefs will focus
in part on the way ahead now
that all alliance troops have
pulled out of Afghanistan and
the Taliban are in control.

Milley, US Defence
Secretary Lloyd Austin and

American intelligence officials
have warned that al-Qaida or
the Islamic State group could
regenerate in Afghanistan and
pose a threat to the United
States in one year to two years.

The US Military has said it
can conduct counterterrorism
surveillance and, if necessary,
strikes in Afghanistan from
“over the horizon” — meaning
from assets based in other
countries. But they have made
it clear that surveillance flights
from bases in the Persian Gulf
are long and provide limited
time in the air over Afghanistan.
So they have talked about seek-
ing basing agreements, over-
flight rights and increased intel-
ligence-sharing with nations
closer to Afghanistan, including
some neighbours.
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Pakistan Prime Minister
Imran Khan on Saturday

said that he has “initiated a dia-
logue” with the Taliban for an
inclusive Afghanistan govern-
ment having Tajiks, Hazaras
and Uzbeks, a day after the
SCO members sought repre-
sentation for all ethnic, reli-
gious and political groups in
the new dispensation.

The Taliban, which seized
control of Afghanistan in mid-
August, had promised an
"inclusive" government that
represents Afghanistan's com-
plex ethnic makeup, but there
is no Hazara member and no
woman in the interim 33-
member Cabinet.

Taking to Twitter, Khan
said: “After mtgs (meetings) in
Dushanbe with leaders of
Afghanistan's neighbours &
especially a lengthy discussion
with Tajikistan's President
Emomali Rahmon, I have ini-
tiated a dialogue with the
Taliban for an inclusive Afghan
govt to include Tajiks, 
Hazaras & Uzbeks”. However,
details of the "dialogue" were
not shared by him or other offi-
cials.

After 40 years of conflict,
this inclusivity will ensure
peace and a stable Afghanistan,
which is in the interest not only
of Afghanistan but the region
as well, Khan said in another
tweet.

Addressing the Shanghai

Cooperation Organisation
(SCO) summit on Friday, he
said: “the Taliban must fulfil the
pledges made, above all for an
inclusive political structure
where all ethnic groups are rep-
resented. This is vital for
Afghanistan's stability".

Khan said that it was also
important to ensure respect for
the rights while making certain
that Afghanistan would never
again be made a safe haven for
terrorists.

The SCO leaders, in a joint
declaration issued at the end of
the annual Summit of the bloc
in Tajikistan on Friday, voiced
support for an independent,
democratic and peaceful
Afghanistan, free of terrorism,
war and drugs.

Kabul: Every night in yet
another house in Afghanistan's
capital, a US green card-hold-
ing couple from California
take turns sleeping, with one
always awake to watch over
their three young children so
they can flee if they hear the
footsteps of the Taliban.

They've moved seven times
in two weeks, relying on rela-
tives to take them in and feed
them. Their days are an
uncomfortable mix of fear and
boredom, restricted to a couple
of rooms where they read,
watch TV and play “The
Telephone Game” in which
they whisper secrets and pass
them on, a diversion for the
children that has the added
benefit of keeping them quiet.

All of it goes on during the
agonizing wait for a call from
anybody who can help them
get out. A US State Department
official contacted them sever-
al days ago to tell them they
were being assigned a case
worker, but they haven't heard
a word since. They've also
been talking to an international
rescue organisation.

“We are scared and keep
hiding ourselves more and
more,” the mother said in a text
message to The Associated
Press. “Whenever we feel
breathless, I pray.”

Through messages, emails
and phone conversations with
loved ones and rescue groups,
AP has pieced together what
day-to-day life has been like for
some of those left behind after
the US military's chaotic with-
drawal — that includes US cit-
izens, permanent US resident
green-card holders and visa
applicants who aided US troops
during the 20-year war. Those
contacted by AP — who are not

being identified for their own
safety — described a fearful,
furtive existence of hiding in
houses for weeks, keeping the
lights off at night, moving
from place to place, and don-
ning baggy clothing and burqas
to avoid detection if they
absolutely must venture out.

All say they are scared the
ruling Taliban will find them,
throw them in jail, perhaps
even kill them because they are
Americans or had worked for
the US government. And they
are concerned that the Biden
administration's promised
efforts to get them out have
stalled.

When the phone rang in an
apartment in Kabul a few
weeks ago, the US green card
holder who answered — a
truck driver from Texas visit-
ing family — was hopeful it was
the US State Department final-
ly responding to his pleas to get
him and his parents on a flight
out. Instead, it was the Taliban.

“We won't hurt you. Let's
meet. Nothing will happen,” the
caller said, according to the
truck driver's brother, who
lives with him in Texas and
spoke to him afterwards. The
call included a few ominous
words: “We know where you
are.”

That was enough to send
the man fleeing from the Kabul
apartment where he had been
staying with his mother, his two
teenage brothers and his father,
who was in particular danger
because he had worked for
years for a US contractor over-
seeing security guards.

“They are hopeless,” said
the brother in Texas. “They
think, 'We're stuck in the apart-
ment and no one is here to help
us.' They've been left behind.”

Seoul: Recent satellite images
shows North Korea is expand-
ing a uranium enrichment plant
at its main Yongbyon nuclear
complex, a sign that it's intent
on boosting the production of
bomb materials, experts say.

The assessment comes
after North Korea recently
raised tensions by performing
its first missile tests in six
months amid long-dormant
nuclear disarmament diplo-
macy with the United States.

“The expansion of the
enrichment plant probably
indicates that North Korea
plans to increase its production
of weapons-grade uranium at
the Yongbyon site by as much
as 25 percent,” Jeffrey Lewis
and two other experts at
Middlebury Institute of
International Studies at
Monterey said in a report. 

The report said satellite

images taken by Maxar shows
construction in an area adjoin-
ing the uranium enrichment
plant at Yongbyon. 

It said a satellite image
taken on Sept 1 shows North
Korea cleared trees and pre-
pared the ground for con-
struction and that a construc-
tion excavator is also visible. 

The report said a second
image taken on Sept 14 showed
a wall erected to enclose the area,
work on a foundation and pan-
els removed from the side of the
enrichment building to provide
access to the newly enclosed area.

“The new area is approxi-
mately 1,000 square meters,
enough space to house 1,000
additional centrifuges,” the
report said. “The addition of
1,000 new centrifuges would
increase the plant's capacity to
produce highly enriched ura-
nium by 25 per cent.” AP
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Yemen's Houthi rebels on
Saturday said they execut-

ed nine people for their alleged
involvement in the killing of a
senior Houthi official in an
airstrike by the Saudi-led coali-
tion more than three years ago.

The public executions by
firing squad were carried out in
the rebel-held capital of Sanaa,
according to the Iranian-
backed Houthis who distrib-
uted photos apparently show-
ing the executions. The execu-
tions took place despite repeat-
ed calls by rights groups and
lawyers to stop the killings.
They said the trial held in a
rebel-controlled court where
the nine were convicted and
sentenced to death was flawed.

The nine were among
more than 60 people the

Houthis accused of involve-
ment in the targeted killing of
Saleh al-Samad in April 2018.
Former President Donald
Trump was also accused,
according to court documents
obtained by The Associated
Press. Also accused were top
Western, Israeli and Gulf offi-
cials.

The Houthis accused the
nine of spying for the Saudi-led
coalition.

Al-Samad, who held the
post of president in the Houthi-
backed political body, was
killed in an airstrike by the
Saudi-led coalition in the
coastal city of Hodeida.

The nine, including a 17-
year-old boy, were arrested
months after al-Samad's killing.
They had been forcefully dis-
appeared for months in undis-
closed places where they suf-

fered inhuman treatment,
according to Abdel-Majeed
Sabra, a Yemeni lawyer repre-
senting one of the people exe-
cuted.

Hundreds of people, most-
ly Houthis and their support-
ers, attended the executions,
which were also broadcast on
big screens early Saturday in
Tahrir Square in the capital of
Sanaa. The executions and
their display cause outrage
across the country, including
Sanaa, where people refrain
from criticising the rebels for
fear of reprisals.

The nine wore sky blue
prison garb with their hands
bound behind their backs.
Masked guards led them an
open area and forced them to
lie down on their stomachs.
Another officer with a rifle shot
them to death in their backs.
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France's ambassador to
Australia described

Saturday as a “huge mistake”
Australia's surprise cancellation
of a major submarine contract
in favour of a US deal, deliver-
ing a final protest as the envoy
was recalled from the country
in an unprecedented show of
anger among the allies.

Jean-Pierre Thebault deliv-
ered his comments as he left his
residence in the pandemic
locked down capital of Canberra.

“This has been a huge mis-
take, a very, very bad handling
of the partnership,” Thebault
said, explaining that the arms
agreement between Paris and
Canberra was supposed to be
based “on trust, mutual under-
standing and sincerity.”

Paris recalled its ambas-
sadors to Australia and the

United States on Friday to
protest a deal among the United
States, Australia and Britain to
supply Australia with a fleet of
at least eight nuclear-power
submarines. Thebault flew out
of Australia on a flight to Doha,
Qatar, around 17 hours after the
announcement from Paris.

The US deal scraps a 90 bil-
lion Australian dollar ($66 billion)
contract with French majority
state-owned Naval Group, signed
in 2016, to build 12 convention-
al diesel-electric submarines.

“I would like to be able to
run into a time machine and be
in a situation where we don't
end up in such an incredible,
clumsy, inadequate, un-
Australian situation,” the
French ambassador added.

Australian Foreign
Minister Marise Payne's office
earlier had issued a statement
responding to the diplomat's

recall and noting Canberra's
“regret” over its ally's with-
drawal of its representative.

“Australia understands
France's deep disappointment
with our decision, which was
taken in accordance with our
clear and communicated nation-
al security interests,” the state-
ment said. It added that
Australia values its relationship
with France and looked forward
to future engagements together.

Payne and Defence
Minister Peter Dutton are cur-
rently in the United States for
annual talks with their US
counterparts and their first
with President Joe Biden's
administration.

Before he was recalled,
French envoy Thebault said on
Friday he found out about the
US submarine deal: “Like
everybody, thanks to the
Australian press.”
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The Government is keeping
a close eye on cryptocur-

rency floating in the market
based out of the country folow-
ing alert that agencies respon-
sible to check financial fraud
are watching a company called
Hyper Fund.

Sources said Hyper Fund,
a DEFI by Hyper Tech Group
has come under the radar
recently. The Group claims to
have launched the Hyper Fund
to provide a decentralized
financial infrastructure. Hyper
Fund was announced in mid-
2020.

As per the company web-
site it is led by Ryan Xu, how-
ever, with the Multi-Level
Marketing (MLM) model
Hyper Fund has been luring
investors with higher returns
and such offerings, a common
practice under Ponzi Schemes,
that got the authorities alerted
in the first place.

According to sources, com-
plaints against such Funds have
started pouring in several
states. In India, the RBI, Union
Finance Ministry and SEBI
had warned people against
cryptocurrency trading. The
RBI is planning to launch
India’s official digital currency-
E Rupee soon.

The Finance Ministry has

clarified that Virtual currencies
are also not legal tender. Hence,
VCs are not currencies. The
RBI has also clarified that it has
not given any licence/ autho-
rization to any entity/ compa-
ny to operate or deal with
Bitcoin or any virtual curren-
cy.

In June 2018, Amit
Bhardwaj was arrested at the
Delhi Airport by Pune police
along with his brother Vivek
Bhardwaj in connection with
an alleged Ponzi scheme.
Bhardwaj, started his own bit-
coin mining operations and
allegedly cheated more than
8,000 people to the tune of Rs
2,000 crore from across the
country.

He has lodged a complaint
with the Delhi Police special
cell, alleging that he received an
extortion call and was asked to

pay protection money on
September 6, 2021. He had
setup multi-level marketing
(MLM) scam by luring
investors to give him Bitcoins
in return for promised higher
returns, police had alleged.

Regulators in UK have
issued warning against such
fund and the Financial
Conduct Authority (FCA) have
warnings issued for both Hyper
Fund and Fund Advisor.

On its website, which was
first published on in March 23
,2021 and later updated on
August 31, the FCA said, “We
believe this firm may be pro-
viding financial services or
products in the UK without our
authorisation. Almost all firms
and individuals offering, pro-
moting or selling financial ser-
vices or products in the UK
have to be authorised or regis-
tered by us. 
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The average revenue per user
(ARPU) of the cellular

industry could grow even with-
out tariffs hikes as data usage
and penetration zooms over
the last 1-to-2 years.

As per India Ratings and
Research (Ind-Ra): “The slid-
ing voice tariffs, growing data
tariffs, increasing data usage
per subscriber and increasing
data subscribers in the overall
subscriber base over the last
one year indicate that the aver-
age revenue per user of the
industry could grow even with-
out tariffs hikes.”

Besides, the ratings agency,
cited that industry-wide sub-
scriber base increased by 4
million subscribers on a
month-on-month (MoM) basis
in June 2021 to 1,181 million
subscribers, as against a sharp
decline of 6.3 million sub-
scribers in May 2021.
“Broadband subscriber base
also grew in June 2021 by 11.7
million subscribers to 769 mil-
lion subscribers.” However, the
visitor location register sub-
scriber base, which shows active
subscribers, reported a dip by
1.3 million subscribers mom in
June 2021 to 985 million sub-
scribers, the agency said.
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Centre has extended the
deadline for linking

Aadhaar with PAN by six more
months, till March 2022.

The earlier deadline was till
September 30.

Accordingly, the decision
came as a relief measure for tax
players during pandemic era.

“The Central
Government, in continuation
of its commitment to address
the hardship being faced by
various stakeholders on
account of the Covid-19 pan-
demic, has, on consideration
of representations received
from various stakeholders,
decided to extend timelines
for compliances under the
Income-tax Act, 1961,” CBDT
said in a statement late on
Friday night.

“Time limit for intimation
of Aadhaar number to the
Income tax Department for
linking of PAN with Aadhaar
has been extended from 30th
September, 2021 to 31st March,
2022.”

Besides, the due date for
completion of penalty pro-
ceedings under the IT Act has
also been extended from
September 30, 2021 to March
31, 2022.
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The Covid-19 pandemic
could act as an inflection

point to shift India’s growth
model from being consump-
tion driven to investments-
led.

In its Ecoscope report,
Motilal Oswal Financial
Services, said: “With Covid-19
hurting India’s ‘Household’
(HH) and ‘Government’ sectors
adversely, the continuity of

strong consumption growth is
in question.”

“On the contrary, with list-
ed companies’ financial posi-
tions improving and an uptick
in household investments in
the Real Estate sector (called
physical savings), the narrative
of investment-led recovery is
gaining momentum.”

The report prescribed that
various economic participants
- households, governments,
listed companies, and unlisted

corporates -- to increase their
fixed asset investments in the
immediate future based on
their financial position.

At present, the listed and
unlisted corporate sector
accounts for only about half of
total investments in India.

The ‘HH’ sector including
unincorporated enterprises
accounts for 35-40 per cent in
India’s investments, while the
remaining 12-13 per cent is
contributed by centre and states

governments. Besides, the
report cited that demand envi-
ronment is expected to remain
subdued due to weak financial
position of ‘HH’ and govern-
ment sector. “Despite house-
hold investments picking up
strongly in 2HFY21, given that
Indian households bore the
maximum brunt of Covid-led
losses in CY20 (and CY21), we
believe household spending
would remain subdued over
the next few years.”
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Finance Ministers of
Opposition-ruled states

have demanded that the GST
compensation cess regime be
extended beyond June 2022.

Briefing reporters after
the 45th GST Council meeting
in Lucknow on Friday, Union
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman had said the regime
of paying compensation to
states for revenue shortfall
resulting from subsuming their
taxes such as VAT in the uni-
form national tax GST will end
in June next year.

However, the compensa-
tion cess, levied on luxury and
demerit goods, will continue to
be collected till March 2026 to
repay the borrowings that were
done in 2020-21 and 2021-22
to compensate states for GST
revenue loss.

In his speech at the meet-

ing, Tamil Nadu Finance
Minister P Thiaga Rajan
demanded continuation of the
compensation mechanism, and
deferment of a decision on this
issue.

“While we are broadly, and
firmly in favour of the contin-
uation of the compensation
mechanism, we are concerned
by many of the details,” he said.

Thiaga Rajan said all the
Council Members will require
some time to analyse and assess
the features and consequences
of the options presented during
the 45th meeting, and hence
expect that any decision on the
way forward will be deferred to
the 46th meeting at least.

“To be doubly sure, we for-
mally place a request that no
final decision be made on this
most important issue without
the benefit of the time needed
to fully assess the options,”
Thiaga Rajan added.
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Businesses that default on fil-
ing summary return and

paying monthly GST will not
be able to file GSTR-1 sales
return of the succeeding month
from January 1 next year.

The GST Council in its
Lucknow meeting on
September 17 has decided to
take a host of measures to
streamline compliance, includ-
ing mandatory Aadhaar
authentication for businesses to
file refund claims.

These moves would help
prevent revenue leakage due to

evasion of Goods and Services
Tax (GST), which was launched
on July 1, 2017.

The Council decided to
amend Rule 59(6) of the
Central GST Rules with effect
from January 1, 2022, to pro-
vide that a registered person
shall not be allowed to furnish
Form GSTR-1, if he has not
furnished the return in Form
GSTR-3B for the preceding
month. Currently, the law
restricts filing of return for out-
ward supplies or GSTR-1 in
case a business fails to file
GSTR-3B of preceding two
months.
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Sky-high valuations along
with global tapering fears

will impact stock market move-
ments during the upcoming
week.

Accordingly, market
observers, pointed out high
possibility of profit booking led
slide on the back premium val-
uations and likely absence of
positive domestic triggers.

Nonetheless, key indices -
- S&P BSE Sensex and NSE
Nifty50 -- are expected to
reach new intra-day record
highs of 60,000 points and
18,000-mark, respectively.

Last Friday, the Sensex
closed at 59,015.89 points after
making an intra-day record
high of 59,700, while Nifty
ended the day’s trade at
17,585.15 points.

It had breached the 17,790

level intra-day on last Friday.
“Broad market correction

amidst high volumes gives
the first hint of distribution,”
said Deepak Jasani, Head of
Retail  Research,  HDFC
Securities.

“An adverse US Fed meet
outcome next week could
accelerate the correction that is
typical in September, especial-
ly in the US markets.”
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Radamel Falcao scored 10
minutes into his debut with

Rayo Vallecano on Saturday,
completing a 3-0 league win
over Getafe in a derby between
the Spanish capital’s two more
modest clubs.

The veteran striker went on
as a 71st-minute substitute
with Rayo 1-0 ahead.
Midfielder Pathé Ciss doubled
the lead shortly before he set up
Falcao with a pass for the
Colombian to score from an
angle. Oscar Trejo had put
Rayo ahead with a penalty
nine minutes into the match at
Vallecas Stadium.

Rayo goalkeeper Stole
Dimitrievski denied Getafe a
late goal when he saved Enes
Unal’s penalty.

Rayo has two wins, a draw,
and two defeats in its return to
Spain’s top division. Getafe is
last after losing all five games.
The 35-year-old Falcao signed

with Rayo earlier this month as
a free agent. 

“I had dreamed of being
able to go out there and score
a goal,” Falcao said. “My team-
mates have given me a lot of

support. I feel right at home.”
Falcao had two highly suc-

cessful seasons with Atlético
Madrid from 2011-13, when he
helped it win the Europa
League and the Copa del Rey.
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Rohan Bopanna and
R a m k u m a r
Ramanathan blew their

chances in the must-win dou-
bles match as India lost the
World Group I tie 1-3 to
hosts Finland in the Davis
Cup, here on Saturday.

Captain Rohit Rajpal
changed the doubles combina-
tion by pairing Bopanna with
Ramkumar instead of left-
handed Divij Sharan but they
lost the crucial match 6-7(2)
6-7(2) to Henri Kontinen and
Harri Heliovaara in one hour
and 38 minutes.

Coming into the match
down 0-2, Indians needed to
win the doubles to stay alive
in the tie.

Prajnesh later beat Patrik
Niklas-Salminen in the dead
fourth rubber 6-3 7-5, while
the fifth match was not played.

India will now have to
compete in the Play-offs next
year to keep their place in the
World Group I.

Heliovaara was consid-
ered the most vulnerable of all
four players on the court but
he raised his game by several
notches and created a huge
impact on the outcome of the
match with his fearless
approach. The Indian, on the
contrary, fumbled even when
they had advantage as they up

by a break and had four break-
points in the eight game of the
second set but squandered
the chances.

After doing all the hard
work, the Indians cracked at
crucial junctures.

Bopanna said the fact that
the Finnish players have
played together at a higher
level made a difference to the
match.

“We were playing first
time together at this level. In
close points it did make a dif-
ference. But we played a great
match, (considering) we were
playing for the first time
together,” said the 40-year-old.

Bopanna also backed the
captain’s call in changing the
combination saying, he and
Ramkumar were the right
pair for today’s match.

He also said that India
needs to do well in singles
matches if the team has to win
ties in Davis Cup.

“Four points are from sin-
gles matches, that’s where we
need to focus. It’s been six
years that an Indian singles
player has beaten a higher-
ranked player in Davis Cup.

“We need to have good
structure back home, good
junior system. Cricket does
well because there is a fantas-
tic structure, so every sport
needs something like that.
You can’t do it on your own.

The Federation and the gov-
ernment has to come togeth-
er,” he said.

In the opening set, at 3-3,
the Indian pair attacked the
serve of Heliovaara, going 30-
all but the home player served

big on the next two points to
ensure the set stays on serve.

Eventually the opening
set went to t ie-breaker.
Heliovaara found a stunning
service return winner off
Bopanna on the second point

to get the mini break and also
held his serve as Finland took
a 4-1 lead.

Then came Ramkumar’s
double fault and a volley error
at the net that gave Finland
players five set points. They
converted the second when
Ramkumar could not return
Kontinen’s serve.

A forehand winner by
Ramkumar at 30-all in the
second game of the second set,
set up the first break chance
for India and they converted
when Kontinen could not
return Bopanna’s backhand.

However, the big-serving
Bopanna dropped his own
serve in the next game when
he made consecutive unforced
errors.

Bopanna’ serve again
came under attack but he
managed to hold after going
down to deuce points from
40-15 as India led 4-3.

In the next game, the
Indians went up 40-0 on
Heliovaara’s serve but blew
away all three breakpoints
and later one more to let the
rivals hold for a 4-4 scoreline.

Another tie-breaker fol-
lowed. Helovaara pulled of a
sensational forehand winner
at 5-2 to get to first match
point and it was all over for
India when Ramkumar could
not return the ball in the
next point.
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An extended 33-member
New Zealand cricket squad

left for Dubai on a chartered
flight from Islamabad on
Saturday evening, a day after
abandoning its entire tour of the
country over security fears.

The New Zealand players
and officials had to undergo
rapid COVID-19 tests at the air-
port and after all the reports
came negative, they were
allowed to board the flight amid
tight security protocols.

New Zealand Cricket
(NZC) called off the series in
Pakistan abruptly on Friday just
before the first One-Day
International at the Rawalpindi

stadium, citing they had received
a serious threat.

Neither the New Zealand
board nor their government
has shared the nature of the
threat with the Pakistan govern-
ment, security officials or the
Pakistan Cricket Board.

A clearly upset interior min-
ister, Sheikh Rasheed Ahmed,
said on Saturday that there was
no threat to the New Zealand
team and they just made up an
excuse to leave for home as they
didn’t want to play the series.

New Zealand had arrived in
Pakistan on September 11 for a
white-ball series after 18 years
and were scheduled to play
three ODIs and five T20
Internationals.

Bopanna and Ramkumar crack in must-win
doubles match, India lose 1-3 to Finland 
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The Covid-19 induced lockdown
might have given a shot in the arm
for streaming services, but making
substantial profits in the Indian
market still remains an elusive

dream for most of them. In the financial year
2020, Netflix India recorded a revenue of Rs
924 Crore and managed to eke out a marginal
profit of Rs 9 crore. The streaming giant’s over-
all profits globally for the same year stood at a
whopping $2.8 billion. 

Disney+Hotstar in India, on the other
hand, recorded revenue to the tune of Rs 1629
Crore with losses amounting to Rs 362 crore.
Hotstar is currently India’s largest streaming
platform with a subscriber base of 300 million.

According to an analysis by Media
Partners Asia, India’s online video market is
projected to grow at a CAGR of 26 per cent
over 2020-25 to reach US$4.5 billion. Another
report by Boston Consulting Group notes that
the OTT video streaming market alone in
India is set to touch US$5 billion by 2023.
And for a share of this pie contend not just
Netflix, Amazon Prime, and Disney+Hotstar,
but around 30 streaming platforms including
AltBalaji, Zee5, SonyLiv, MXPlayer,
ManoramaMax, Neestream, and so on.

The right revenue model still remains an
enigma, thanks to the uniqueness of the Indian
market. There are no proven models in the
Indian media industry to show that subscrip-
tion-led growth is if at all possible. Be it the
newspapers or entertainment channels, the
advertisement brings in the lion’s share of the
revenue. While Netflix and Amazon Prime
banks entirely on subscriber revenue,
Disney+Hotstar which has a base of both paid
and unpaid subscribers see its share of ad rev-
enue coming in through the advertisements
shown to the unpaid subscribers. While it is
yet to be cracked which of these models would
ultimately work, there are few things streaming
platforms could work on meanwhile.
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On June 1, 2021, a review of the

Malayalam Movie ‘Joji’, starring Fahadh Fazil
and directed by Dileesh Pothan, appeared in
The New Yorker magazine. This wasn’t the
first time the international magazine reviewed
an Indian movie. In fact, on April 15 it had
published Richard Brody’s take on Duvidha,
the 1973 film by Mani Kaul. But Joji was dif-
ferent. For one it was a regional language
movie. And rarely has international media
recognised non-Hindi movies, probably with
the exception of the works of Satyajit Ray, as
Indian movies. To take a review seriously or
not is one thing. But to me, it was the begin-
ning of a change; Undeniably the world is
starting to take note of Indian regional con-
tent, especially from the South. Now, this is a
moment to be seized; not only by the lan-
guage movie industry but also by the OTT
players that are looking to turn profitable in
the Indian market.

If Joji premiered on Amazon Prime, The
Great Indian Kitchen, yet another Malayalam
movie that garnered critical acclaim from
across the world, made its first appearance on
Neestream, a regional OTT platform. The
movie later became available on Amazon
Prime too. Nayattu and Jagame Thandhiram
streaming on Netflix, C U Soon, Kuruthi and
Karnan streaming on Amazon Prime and
Netrikann streaming on Disney+Hotstar are
some of the notable movies from regional pro-
ductions that premiered on international OTT
platforms during the pandemic season. Some
of the other notable Malayalam films currently
streaming include Aarkkariyam and
Santhoshathinte Onnam Rahasyam, while the
Tamil movie industry came together to pro-
duce the anthology Navarasa now running on
Netflix.

Meanwhile what particularly stands out is
the glaring absence of any noteworthy produc-
tions from the behemoth that is Bollywood.
Clearly, it is the regional language movies that
have helped the streaming platforms to offer a
diverse range of content and cash in on the
subscription surge during the pandemic. This
is a signboard. The first step towards prof-
itability for OTT platforms is to spot the indus-
tries that are nimble, agile, dynamic and quick
to adapt to the changing socio-economic cir-
cumstances. But the efforts shouldn’t stop at
simply sourcing the content. Given the diversi-
ty of movie industries in India, streaming plat-
forms are looking at a cornucopia of possibili-
ties.

Let’s start from the South. Given the high
literacy rates in the Southern states, OTT plat-
forms are looking at a large market for their
English and international content. While The
New Yorker might have reviewed Joji this year,
what is to be noted is that there already exists
an international audience for Malayalam
movies and a Malayali audience for interna-
tional movies, thanks to IFFK and various
other film festivals.

Then there is the large Indian diaspora
outside the country. According to a report by
the United Nations, India has the world’s
largest diaspora population — 18 million —
living outside the country. A large part of them
is Malayalis, Tamils, and Punjabis. In other
words, by exploring regional content, stream-
ing platforms would be striking a goldmine.
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Streaming services in India should take a
leaf out of what has worked internationally for
their global counterparts.

According to news reports, French show
Lupin streamed on Netflix held the number
one spot in countries like Brazil, Argentina,
Germany, Italy and Spain and the number two
spot in the US. This only means one thing —
out there, there seems to be a genuine and
ever-increasing demand for premium non-
Anglophone content. In this sense, India is a

goldmine for streaming services with its lin-
guistic diversity.

But linguistic diversity alone doesn’t serve
the purpose. Barring a handful of shows or
movies, Indian content has not been able to
create much of a ripple in the international
arena, owing to the relatively poor quality of
the content.

Now here is something to consider. One of
the features that have set Netflix a class apart
from its competitors globally is its huge invest-
ment in original content. Reports suggest that
in 2019 about 85% of its new spending was set
apart for original content, more than any of its
competitors dared to. In India too Netflix has
taken a lead by setting up its first global post-
production facility in Mumbai.

Producing original content of all hues and
(Indian) languages with strict quality checks
for a pan-Indian and international audience
could work magic for Indian streaming ser-
vices. Keep experimenting and do not hesitate
to disrupt your own revenue/content models if
need be. Because now this is a bus that OTT
platforms cannot afford to miss.
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What streaming platforms should further

aim is to bring traditional producers into
their folds. If the initial focus of OTT plat-
forms was to license existing content, the
pandemic has changed their course of action
to producing original content and premiering
movies. But there is still a large section of
producers who are wary of these platforms.
These traditional producers have been decid-
ing the ways of the industry for a long time.
Many of them are actors and even superstars
controlling production, distribution, and the
overall dynamics of the industry. Alienating
them or even appearing as a threat to their
business would in no way bode well for the
new-age players.

But if streaming platforms could come up
with ways to accommodate them and make a
business model around it, it would be a win-
win for all. OTT services so far have more or
less been working with the new crop of
movie makers from the regional cinema and
have been able to successfully give shape to
new movie aesthetics and language. Roping
in the traditional players would be the cherry
on top and will help attract a wider segment
of the audience. For example, consider
streaming services tying up with AMMA, the
Association of Malayalam Movie Artists.
Such a partnership would mean that now the
streaming services would get to enjoy the
benefits of the clout wielded by the stalwarts
of the industry, while the industry reaps the
benefits of being in alliance with platforms
that are international, sophisticated, and pro-
fessional. If streaming services this way get a
dip at the massive pool of talent, for artists
and technicians it would mean more work
even during crisis times like the pandemic
and therefore more stability.

Such partnerships would also help to usher
in a world where theatres do not view OTT
platforms as a threat. It would open up a new
world of complementary existence where the-
atres would still benefit from the rush during
the initial release and for sustained viewing
and wider reach, there would be the OTTs.
And no doubt, the ultimate winner would be
the movie itself which would get the grand
release it deserves without worrying about
‘running’ days being cut short as new movies
come in.

In a nutshell, being creative in the ways it
associates with the movie industry and its
stakeholders should be the way forward for
OTT services.
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While all that is said about static content,

what still remains unchartered territory for
streaming services is dynamic content.
Exploring live content like music concerts
and stand-up comedy will help the OTT
players further their reach and bring in a new
audience who have been deprived of live
shows during the pandemic. It is in fact sur-
prising that such programmes are still largely
hosted on video communication platforms
like Zoom given that the pandemic has been
the perfect opportunity for the Netflixes and
Amazon Primes of the world to experiment
with it.

If you are further looking to expand your
reach, ever thought of news and the popularity
of news programmes in India? Sure, there may
be regulatory issues for OTT channels to
broadcast news as of now. But, learn from the
radio. In India, All India Radio holds the right
to broadcast news and current affairs pro-
grammes, and private broadcasting stations are
prohibited from airing the same. But several
FM stations have found workarounds in the
form of programmes that are satirical takes on
current affairs or other fun variations which
are essentially not news programmes, but yet
manage to pass on the news to the audience.
To sum it up, be creative. If OTT platforms
could come up with shows similar to that of
‘Last Week Tonight with John Oliver’ it is
bound to capture the attention of a huge sec-
tion of the audience.

There is also a growing audience for art
and science content. Although streaming ser-
vices have covered this to an extent, to make it
a more balanced mix would be a welcome
move.

All that said and done, ultimately the suc-
cess and profitability of OTT platforms would
depend on how well they can gel with our
lifestyles. Movies and theatres succeeded by
doing the same, by being our oases of enter-
tainment and our weekly escape from reality.
Streaming services should pull all stops to
replicate the same and leave no stone unturned
in this journey.

The writer is an ethical Investor, start-up
mentor, art curator and author
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Many of my friends suggested
that I try my luck in Paralympics.
I learned from the Internet that

Dr Dabas was the head of Para
Swimming Federation of India. His con-
tact number was also available on Google.
So I contacted him and expressed my
wish. He informed me that he used to fre-
quently visit Chennai for some work and
promised to let me know when he would
plan his next visit.

After a few months, I contacted him
again. He told me that he was about to
call and inform me about his forthcom-
ing visit to Chennai. I thought it would
be great if I arranged a get-together with
all our well-wishers when he would visit
Chennai; I needed a venue for the same.
So I requested Gita, the head of corpo-
rate affairs at my work, for her permis-
sion to arrange the meeting in our
office. She accepted my request and also
agreed to make all the arrangements,
including to provide refreshments.

I invited all our well-wishers and the
people who had approached me after read-
ing the article in The Hindu; Anand, Dr
Karthik (who was my pool mate), Mr
Narsa Reddy, Father Antony Samy, Dr
Rema Devi, Ms Uthira and Sai were also
there. Dr Dabas attended the meeting and
explained his efforts to promote para swim-
ming in India through a nice presentation.
We then explained our contributions so far
and elaborated on our plans to create and
increase awareness on hydrotherapy/swim-
ming in Tamil Nadu. The guests also
shared their experiences in supporting our
efforts. Dr Dabas suggested us to form
Tamil Nadu State-level Paralympic
Swimming Association and send the par-
ticipants for the forthcoming nationals to
be held in Kolhapur, Maharashtra.

We took Dr Dabas to the Andhra
Club pool. Our swimmers exhibited
how we practised swimming and sought
his guidance to improve our skills. He
gave his valuable suggestions to us and
appreciated our efforts. We also intro-
duced our coach Gopi to him.

I had a discussion with Anand,
Preetha, Dr Rema Devi, Ms Uthira, Sai and
other well-wishers. We started the
Paralympic Swimming Association of
Tamil Nadu informally, with Dr Rema
Devi as president, Ms Uthira as vice-pres-
ident, Preetha as treasurer, myself as the
general secretary, Sai as joint secretary, Dr
Ponraj as medical direc-tor and Anand as
technical director. With great efforts, we
convinced Rema Devi aunty to be our

president. They treat us like their children,
so we all thought their guidance would
help us in taking this initiative forward
successfully. Mr Narsa Reddy accepted to
be our patron. We started to practise
swimming vigorously. We tried hard to
find more people to train but ended up
with only four swimmers: Uthira aunty,
Venkatesh, Jyothi and myself.

We all went to Kolhapur along with
our coach Gopi. At that time, I was feel-
ing a little under the weather as my stom-
ach was upset. I consulted a doctor and
took the prescribed medicines. My friends
asked me to reconsider my participation
but I didn’t want to lose the opportunity.
Our transit time from Chennai to
Kolhapur by train was almost 2 days, with
a 10-hour layover at Bengaluru. During the
layover, we had to wait at the railway sta-
tion itself. We were all very tired by the
time we reached Kolhapur.

Local organizers told us that they
could not make the arrangements as
planned, as they did not receive the
promised funds from the sponsors. We
decided to find an accessible hotel for our
stay, as we were not comfortable with
their stop-gap arrangements.

By the time we reached there, I start-
ed to feel better. It was the 11th National
Para Swimming Championship, and our
team won eight medals. Venkatesh and
I won the championship in our respec-
tive categories. It was an amazing
moment in my life — winning three gold
medals (50-m freestyle, breaststroke and

backstroke) and becoming a national
champion at the age of 40+ years. It was
an unbelievable achievement even for me.
My joy knew no bounds.

There, I could see persons with dif-
ferent types of disabilities to swim with
ease. When I saw blind swimmers main-
taining a straight line in the pool, I was
very surprised. If I close my eyes for a few
seconds, I cannot maintain the line of
direction in the pool. I was unable to
understand how they managed to do it.

We noticed that there were very few
participants from South India in the
championship. I thought that it might be
due to the general notion that these sports
are dangerous for persons with disabili-
ties. In my experience, when I tried to
encourage participation of children with
disabilities, often their parents were
reluctant as they thought that swimming
was risky for their children. If I tried to
convince them by giving my example,
they would respond saying that it was
possible for me because I was a super-
woman and it may not be the case for
their kids. As I drive, swim, work for an
MNC etc., they thought that I had some
extraordinary skills.

Dr Dabas put up the proposal to host
the next nationals to various states; I
strongly wanted to accept his offer with
three aims. First, to create more aware-
ness in South India. Second, to give con-
fidence to the parents of children with
disabilities, officials, and the general
public. Parents because, I hoped that by
seeing the participation of persons with
different types of disabilities and differ-
ent levels of abilities, they would under-
stand the benefits of hydrotherapy and
participation in sports. Also, if the con-
cerned officials understood the benefits
and the possibility, then the persons with
disabilities would get more support.
Finally the third, to conduct champi-
onships at par with other Olympic sports
events. I observed an inferior feeling and
sympathy towards adaptive sporting

events among the public instead of treat-
ing it like any other sporting event.

Anand also agreed with my views,
and we thought of discussing with our
association members. On the way back,
our coach told us that IITM had a pool
with international standards, and if we
requested accommodation there, it would
be easy to host the event in Chennai.
After coming back to Chennai, we called
for a meeting with all our members. We
all knew that it was going to be a very
challenging task. In the meeting, we
decided to first register our association
officially, and soon thereafter started that
process. Dr Rema Devi, with the support
of her husband, arranged for an office
address and to fulfil all the statutory
requirements to register the association
and for its functioning.

Also, after coming back to Chennai,
we got a lot of media coverage on our
achievements in the championship. I gave
so many interviews. Everyone wanted to
take a video or a photograph of me while
swimming for an article. It gave me an
opportunity to create more awareness
about hydrotherapy/para swimming. Till
then, I was the one to reach out to the
media, schools and colleges. But now,
they started to approach me. It made my
job to create more awareness much eas-
ier. These articles reached a wider audi-
ence, and I received a few invitations from
outside Chennai.

At that time, I got an opportunity to
give a talk at IITM. I felt very happy. I was
looking for an opportunity to connect
with them so I could request them to
allow us to host the national champi-
onship in their pool. My talk was received
very well, and I got a standing ovation.
Later, I came to know that their pool was
under renovation. All my hopes were
shattered.

After my talk, many professors wrote
to the director of IITM, Professor Bhaskar
Ramamurthi, to incorporate the sugges-
tions I gave in my talk to make their pool
accessible; he responded to their sugges-
tions positively. The concerned staff
from IITM were in touch with me.
Later, I connected them with Dr Hutzler
for his guidance on the accessible swim-
ming pool, whom I met at a conference
in Coimbatore.
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The transformation of China
under the Fourth Generation’s
leadership has indeed been
incredible. China sees itself as
taking the lead in world affairs

by the middle of this century and towards
this end, it seeks to establish the country’s
primacy in the Asia-Pacific region while
concurrently moving towards establishing
Chinese leadership of the international
order. In Asia, Delhi is Beijing’s only eco-
nomic and geo-strategic rival. No surprise
then, that Beijing’s policy towards Delhi
will continue to be shaped by its desire to
achieve pre-eminence in the region.

If successful, what will China’s inter-
national leadership look like? It would cer-
tainly aim at a different world order, in
which Chinese interests remain para-
mount. That, of course, is an objective
which all nations strive for. In the case of
China, however, it perceives itself as the
‘Middle Kingdom’, and the ‘centre of the
universe’, around which all other nations
revolve. Here, competition would most
certainly lead to confrontation. While the
Chinese would, in all probability, seek to
avoid war with the US, though this does
not include proxy wars, they may seek a
limited military engagement with India,
when they feel that they have the capaci-
ty to achieve a decisive result in their
favour. That makes a future war scenario
with India a certainty, though not so with
the US.

In China’s world view, they would aim
at forcing the US to not just accept, but
respect China’s authority as the global
leader and refrain from harming Chinese
interests. The consequences of Chinese
success in strategic competition could be
severe for the United States and disastrous
for India. So what should India and the
international communities do, to remain
relevant in the world stage?

This book, Blinkers off: How Will the
World Counter China (Pentagon Press),
authored by senior journalist Gaurie
Dwivedi, gives a perspective on a counter
strategy. It rests on a fundamental premise
that unlike the Cold War, where America
was able to take on erstwhile USSR on its
own due to its economic and political
might, Washington now needs partners to
address the challenge of an autocratic and
rising China. It presents a 360 degree per-
spective on building deterrence against an

expansionist Beijing which poses a threat
not just to India and the United States, but
to the present world order.

Divided into four segments, Dwivedi
documents China’s rise as it spread its ten-
tacles from Asia to Europe to Africa and
makes a case that Beijing’s “long term wait-
ing game” was to topple the very institu-
tions of the liberal world that aided its
growth. From the WTO to the WHO to
the UNHRC; Dwivedi highlights specific
instances when China was successful in
‘gaming the system’.

Though written prior to the develop-
ments in Afghanistan, Blinkers Off sug-
gests that the world has now firmly tilted

towards a bipolar scenario, with China
forming a nexus with other authoritarian
and likeminded nations like Pakistan, Iran
and Russia. The present security climate
in Kabul seems to be testimony to the
altered geo-political outlook that Dwivedi
mentions to be the primary driver for
building strong deterrence. Failure to
create them would see China further build-
ing on its strengths, continuing its wolf
warrior diplomacy and pushing the pedal
on its hegemonic agenda. This would
adversely impact not just India and Asia,
but will destabilise the world. For it to be
effective, Dwivedi says, the deterrence
must encompass both military and non-

military aspects of engagement with
China. It also highlights the role India will
play in any such global endeavour. Non-
military challenges like trade, technology,
and information are highlighted as key
domains for any potential clash with
China, since these may not elicit a sharp
response from India, US and others due
to the non conventional nature of warfare.
Even before the pandemic, the book
points out instances when China used such
domains to further its global political and
military objective.

India, due to its geo-political and geo-
economic potential is expected to con-
tribute significantly. In the Indo-Pacific,

where China has gained clout on the back
of its large infrastructure investments;
Blinkers Off suggests a more active mar-
itime and economic role by India.
Enhanced utilisation of the Andaman and
Nicobar Islands beyond the present focus
on reconnaissance, larger investments in
its naval capabilities and identifying
opportunities for collaboration are some
of the recommendations for India to
counter China’s enhanced influence. To
provide an alternative for the BRI invest-
ments in the Indian Ocean Region, which
is India’s geo strategic orbit, the books sug-
gests New Delhi could tie up with Japan
and America to provide sustainable infra

funding to the smaller nations.
By combining useful insights with

vivid language, Dwivedi has presented a
case for global cooperation against China
and identified newer age dimensions of
warfare. Perhaps most interesting is the
argument that India could leverage its
trade deficit against China since it has been
following the same template against other
economies. It is the nature of India’s trade
with China, where it predominantly
exports raw materials, needs to undergo
a change, rather than the fact that New
Delhi is a net importer.      

Unravelling the many aspects of
China’s statecraft, Blinkers Off serves as an
important tool in understanding that the
threat Beijing poses is multi dimension-
al, and response to it should also be the
same. It is hence a must read for those deal-
ing with foreign policy in the government
of India, to all in the Indian military fra-
ternity, the think tanks, the educational
institutes as also to all China watchers in
the lay public.
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With great power comes great

responsibility. This age-old
maxim is a pertinent poser before the
American defence and strategic dis-
pensation in a post-Taliban
Afghanistan. Americans call their
humanitarian and democratic zeal in
Afghanistan part of their super cop
and regulator stature imbued with
yeomanly and philanthropic verve.
Undeniably, there is an iota of value-
laden foreign policy analysis
premised upon what transpires in the
larger global polity and the region-
al dynamics of South Asia. One can
also cite, as an attendant strategic
constraint, America’s failure to jus-
tify the long war, as far as the
American presence in Afghanistan
after September 11 is concerned.
President Joe Biden arranged for the
American withdrawal from the twi-
light zone’s battle stations but it is not
his personal decision. The decision
to make the exit had already been
taken by President Donald Trump
where-in, a deal was struck with the
marauding Taliban that Afghanistan
will not be deftly utilised as a spring-
board for terror attacks on the
American homeland. President
Biden has merely walked the talk as
he persisted with the White House’s
decision to evacuate the American
interests from Afghanistan as the cul-
mination of a mission. 

The question that we need to
ponder over is that is it the kosher
time to leave Afghanistan? And, are
the detractors correct when they con-
tend that when the United States of
America could not neutralise the
Taliban in a two decade-long “Long
Occupation” and the attendant “Long
War”, could they have made a dif-
ference in the political and security
scenario after the Kabul’s state 
forces collapsed without waging any
major semblance of aggression and
resistance. 

Now, in the aftermath of the IS
Kohorasan machinated casualties
of American marines at the Kabul
Airport, will Washington carry out
a mission as they had done in 2014
in Iraq as the power vacuum there
had been surreptitiously occupied by
the Islamic State and its novae dic-
tum of territorial dominance. One
opinion contends that the US could
have negotiated with the Taliban in
Qatar and also continued to aid and
abet the battle in the twilight zone of

Afghanistan. American presence
was required as it was hugely suc-
cessful in diminishing the influence
and the advent of the nefarious
Islamic State (ISIS). American inter-
ests could have stayed on till the
menace of the Taliban was com-
pletely eradicated. With the Pakistan
strategic depth in the west of the con-
tested Durand line, it was difficult for
the US to topple the Talibani jug-
gernaut. The excruciatingly high
pace of a week within which the
Mullah Baradar’s men overtook the
entire nation was not adequately
forecasted by the American think
tanks and the American Fourth
Estate. The US denomination was
expecting the fall of the Taliban in
two to three months but the mind
boggling one sidedness of the long
war’s culmination left even the most
hardened analysts flummoxed by the
high riding military spectacle of the
Taliban vis-a-vis the defence strivings
forwarded by the NATO aided and
US backed ANSF.

Now, as the Taliban have emerged
triumphant in Kabul and beyond the
capital, what one can eke out for the
role-play of the Americans? Though
it would be too far-fetched to compare
the American withdrawal with the
dirty war, that is, the American inter-
vention in Vietnam, still, the
American resolve has not been so
quintessentially steely and stealthy as
was expected when the outcome of
the American nay-saying is there to
be witnessed and captioned by all and
sundry. America would either have to
rebalance its ties with the Islamic
Republic of Pakistan in the light of
Prime Minister Imran Khan shame-
lessly wishing for the Taliban’s ascen-
dance along with his ISI chief ’s hob-
nobbing with the Taliban. As Pakistan
has always enjoyed the status of a
frontline state for the US, one can wit-
ness a re-run of the eighties and
nineties when the Americans seldom
quizzed Pakistan about their efforts
in propping up the Taliban’s fervid
Frankenstein.

The US will have its task cut out
as the New Delhi dispensation will
point at the new camaraderie which
has been spawned between the
Taliban and Chinese President Xi
Jinping. Since the last couple of years,
a few Taliban negotiators have vis-
ited Beijing and it appears as the
wreath of China-Taliban nexus rolls

out, the Taliban have promised
China of not letting Afghanistan turn
a springboard for anti-China forces.
The Taliban’s promissory note con-
tends that Taliban will not let ETIM
(East Turkistan Islamic Movement)
foment insidious acts of separatism
and insurgency in the turbulent
province of Xinxiang in China and
also the Taliban have expressed a
desire to invite the OBOR and BRI
initiative akin to the CPEC in
Pakistan in order to take up the man-
tle of development and growth in
Afghanistan. America can be assault-
ed with terror attacks as its widely
believed that the Taliban have well
delineated linkages with al-Qaeda
which can utilise the Afghani space
as a platform and rostrum for plan-
ning and executing ministrations
against the American homeland as
they had done twenty odd years back
at the World Trade Towers behemoth
as posited by the American Secretary

of State, Anthony Blinken. President
Biden too dished out heady rhetoric
when he vowed to avenge the death
of American marines at the Kabul
Airport as he declared, “We will not
be inactive. The perpetrators of the
American casualties will be dealt
with assiduously, with alacrity and
immediately”.

C Rajamohan astutely declares
and analyses in the Foreign Policy
magazine that, “The withdrawal of all
US troops from Afghanistan is like-
ly to accelerate current trends in
India’s relations with the US, China,
and Russia: greater cooperation with
Washington, deeper conflicts with
Beijing, and wider fissures in the tra-
ditional strategic partnership with
Moscow. Reinforcing these structur-
al shifts — and their mirror image —
are Pakistan’s changing relations with
the US, China, and Russia.” 

Thus, it is bound to witness a
splurge in the context of systemic and

structural modifications as far as
India and the US are concerned. The
proximity of the Indian State of
Kashmir to Kabul and the rekindled
Pakistan’s ambition might bring the
White House and New Delhi closer
to each other as it’s the very own dic-
tum of the US, GWOT,(Global War
on Terror), which is bound to take a
new violent turn in the near future. 

Also, the American strategy of
containing terrorism originating
from Rawalpindi might too become
much more hoarse and strident lead-
ing to a further wedge in the rela-
tionship between Islamabad and
Washington. The White House needs
to realise that India will be impact-
ed by the jehad from Taliban-occu-
pied Afghanistan, though the Taliban
have promised otherwise. The mil-
lion dollar pertinent question is
how can a terror group be venerat-
ed and relied upon when the US too
has listed several of the members of

the Taliban Government as terrorists.
Can the Americans trust a nation
whose cabinet ministers ride in
SUVs and carry guns in meetings in
the Presidential house with the
heady rolls of bullets hanging afire.
It brings us back to the strivings of
Jaswant Singh during the Indian pas-
senger plane’s hijacking to Kandahar. 

The same game returns akin to
the classical great game but it is very
apparent that if the terror factory and
enterprise goes awry in Afghanistan,
then the US might have to rethink
on a “re-surge” of intervention in
order to stem a conflagration in
South Asia. And is it a mission unac-
complished, as far as, the recon-
struction and nation building
responsibilities of the US go?

(The writer teaches at
International Relations and
International Organisations, IIPA,
New Delhi)
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The historic Abraham Accords

completed one year this week.
Hopes and fears, as expected, have
continued in the West Asian region
since then. The agreement has her-
alded no credible peace so far. But
the pact has marked a fundamental
shift in Arab-Israel relations. Of
course, the Donald Trump
Administration then, amid all the
chaos, had brought three warring
nations — Israel, the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) and Bahrain — to
the negotiation table.

Foreign policy experts across the
globe are divided on the reasons for
the signing of the Abraham Accords.
This agreement, signed on
September 15, 2020, by Israel, the
UAE and Bahrain, and mediated by
the US, has paved the way for nor-
malisation of relations among three
nations in West Asia. It was indeed
an unprecedented move initiated by
the Trump Administration. Basically,
this 12-point agreement highlights
the much-needed peace to be
brought in among these rival nations
in the region. In fact, the name
“Abraham” was accorded to the
treaty to honour the patriarch of
three most significant monotheistic
religions on this earth — Islam,
Christianity and Judaism. Known as
the “Father of Faith”, Abraham can
well be regarded as the unifier of all
the three religions as they all draw
their origin from him only. 

While signing the agreement, the
UAE and Bahrain pledged to nor-
malise relations with Israel.
Interestingly, within a week of the
signing of the accords, the two other
Muslim nations from the African
continent Sudan and Morocco fol-
lowed suit. What was surprising was
that the issue of Palestine was
nowhere pegged to the accords by
the signatories. Precisely, the unrest
in Palestine has been the hornets’
nest for decades now for which Israel
has turned out to be the arch enemy
of many of these Arab nations in the
region. Another striking point was

that the UAE and other signatories
to the agreement did not demand
more critical concessions like the end
of Israeli annexation of more terri-
tories or most importantly, the final
establishment of a Palestinian state
in the region. Truly, all these could
have been set as preconditions for
signing the historic pact. 

It clearly shows how the parties
to the pact and its high-profile
mediator, Trump, were trying to push
the vexed issues to the background.
And, thus the understanding among
all the three rival nations of West
Asia seemed more like a business
deal than a historic diplomatic mile-
stone. Further, the international
community must note here that the
last year’s deal demanded that Israel
refrain from de jure annexation of
territories in the most contested
region. But then who could stop
Israel today? Everyone knows how
outgoing Israeli Prime Minister

Benjamin Netanyahu pursued his
larger goal to establish the legitima-
cy of the state of Israel. And for all
practical purposes, he received full
support of the Trump
Administration. This accords, in
fact, helped Netanyahu get some
important benefits like: first, he
proved himself as a world statesman
among his voters and sympathisers
when he was facing serious allega-
tions of corruption back home; sec-
ond, he managed to make peace with
the Arabs during his reign, but not
with the Palestinians; and finally, he
was cleverly diverting the attention
of the Israeli public from the mis-
management of the Covid crisis by
his office. In all, Netanyahu tried to
enhance his image and pushed back
the Palestinian cause much farther.

All the signatories to the
Abraham Accords are still enemies.
But then why such rival nations
wanted to come to the negotiation

table? Was it because of America’s
intervention, both for long-term
business interest and for achieving
another milestone in global peace
and diplomacy? Many experts say
that some of the Gulf States like the
UAE, having a global ambition,
rightly see business opportunities in
the normalisation of relations with
Israel. It seems Washington has
already promised Abu Dhabi
advanced weapons like the F-35
stealth fighter and the EA-18 G
Growler electronic warfare aircraft.
All these were once inconceivable for
the UAE, and these armouries are
needed both to demonstrate region-
al leadership and possibly to effec-
tively counter Iran, its potential
enemy on the other side of the Gulf.
And the interesting point is that both
Israel and the US are equally suspi-
cious of the role of Iran like the way
it is perceived by the Emiratis and
Bahrain. Till 1969, Iran used to claim

Bahrain as a part of its territory.
Therefore, even today, the restive
Shia majority of Bahrain is regard-
ed as the fifth column of Iran by the
successive rulers of the country.
The UAE and Bahrain can easily
explore business opportunities in
Israel, particularly in its most
advanced high-tech sector. On the
other hand, these two Gulf states 
can easily attract millions of 
Israeli tourists who are avid holiday
makers.

Another significant impact of the
deal is that Iran is now fully sur-
rounded by all its enemies in the
region — the Sunni regimes accom-
panied by an all-powerful Israel. This
agreement has added pressure both
to the clerics and to the political lead-
ership of Iran. Besides the tough eco-
nomic sanctions of Washington,
Teheran is now facing a strong
strategic pain. Clearly, once again
Palestinians who have been waiting
for a homeland are feeling betrayed
by the accords. This agreement
breaks the decades-long under-
standing among the Arab nations
that the normal ties with Israel
could be established only when an
independent Palestinian state would
be formed. Sadly, since 2020, Israel
is coming closer to major nations of
West Asia and Africa while contin-
uing its occupation both in the
West Bank and in the East Jerusalem. 

Moreover, the accords have
enhanced the status of Israel in the
West Asian region. In a sense, it has
clearly put an end to its isolation
among the Arab nations. And defi-
nitely, America is celebrating after
offering Israel a golden opportuni-
ty to establish its identity among the
most powerful Gulf States of the
zone.

Today, West Asia is trembling as
paradigm shift is happening faster
than expected. Stable peace still
eludes West Asia. And the question
is how far? Probably, chaos in this
part of Asia is a never-ending
process. Frankly speaking, estab-

lishing normal ties among the
nations is a positive development in
international relations, but when it
comes to Abraham Accords, it could
be a misnomer to say so. Nowhere
does it promises any hope for nor-
malcy between Israel and the rest of
West Asia. The central point here is
the establishment of the Palestinian
state. And it is not happening and
may not come to reality soon. This
agreement was a great victory for
Trump, the crown Prince of Abu
Dhabi and the de facto ruler of the
Emiratis Mohammed bin Zayed,
Crown Prince of Saudi Arabia
Mohammed bin Salman, and then
Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu. In
fact, all of them needed the accords
more than anyone else.

Today, the Joe Biden
Administration is fully supportive of
normalisation of relations between
Israel and the rest of the Arab
nations. But unfortunately, his
regime is not able to offer the same
inducements to Naftali Bennett, the
new Prime Minister of Israel. And
the situation in West Asia has
remained the same as every single
day new wounds are appearing both
in West Bank and in East Jerusalem.
The Palestinians are crying foul
over the occupation of their land.
The great peacemakers and the
global governance institutions are
mute spectators to one of the oldest
boiling points of West Asia, i.e.
Palestine. Finally, unless the Israeli
occupation ends and the issue of a
permanent Palestine is addressed, the
Abraham Accords will simply turn
into a footnote for sure. 

(Dr Makhan Saikia has taught
political science and international
relations for over a decade in institu-
tions of national and international
repute after specialisation in globali-
sation and governance from Tata
Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai.
He is the chief editor of the Journal of
Global Studies, an international
research journal)
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Human beings enjoy the exclusive
privilege to guide their action by
choice and discrimination. But

choice action carries equal probability
of use and misuse. And there are no free
lunches in life. You have to bear with
the consequences of the choices you
make and the actions thereto — good or
bad — will depend on their intent and
quality. This binds us into a cause-effect
chain, which sets the premise on which
the theory of Karma works. Things hap-
pening at the moment are a culmination
of doings and undoings in the past.
How you negotiate the present, defines
the way the future may unfold, and
which could stretch on even to the next
birth. Your indwelling discriminatory
ability though empowers you to weigh
the options in hand and make reasoned
choices, but this privilege doesn’t play
out involuntarily. You need to con-
sciously invoke it for due diligence
before you take any call, which needs
being on full alert, which we seldom
are.

Truth remains, that we often end up
making inappropriate choices. Why?
For the answer, a look into the construct
and chemistry of mind becomes imper-

ative. There are three functional dimen-
sions of mind – Buddhi, Ahamkara, and
Manasa. Buddhi offers the faculty of
discriminate intelligence, intrinsic to
which is a sense of dispassion. Applying
which, the mind evaluates, unbiasedly
makes right judgment, and directs
Manasa to accordingly act upon. 

Ahamkara brings in the sense of ‘I’
in a being, which wilfully makes choic-
es, commits to the tasks undertaken and
owns up all actions on our part. The
way Ahamkara wills is how the ordinary
mind works.

Manasa working from the front,
drives through sense aided functionali-
ties of mind. It is supposed to gather
outer-field data, relay it to Buddhi for
due diligence; and then act upon as
guided. Also, it puts into action desires
projected by Karmic imprints carried
over from the past, or under external
influence. And, if ever Ahamkara
unmindfully wills to take things on face
value, ignoring the necessity to invoke
Buddhi, Manasa could also act upon
instinctive judgement.

About mind, let me add here that it
is just an instrument, which can’t act on
its own. Just like earth mass, which

lends ground to the seed sown to grow
into a plant, the mind gets fuelled into
action by indwelling thought-seeds
(Karmic carryover from the past). These

imprints, varying from person-to-per-
son, involuntarily build individual-spe-
cific belief patterns, which holds the key
to our inherent desire trends, habits &

attitudes, as well as virtues and attribut-
es. That defines the way the mind
works. As the mind gets going, it also
picks up and responds to inputs drawn
out of environmental influences. Mind
does also carry the potential to absorb
fresh educational inputs consciously fed
into it. Now, the mind first excites desire
trends in accordance with the callings of
inlaid thought seeds. Desires, in turn,
excite thoughts, which when gravitate,
following further processing in the
mind, get translated into action.

Now, coming back to the three
operative tools of mind again, they are
supposed to work in perfect coordina-
tion with each other, as an inseparable
unitary mechanism. If applied as man-
dated, the mind comes out with its opti-
mum best. But, at the end of the day, it
is Ahamkara’s prerogative to take the
final call. The paradox, however, is more
often, ahamkara identifies itself with the
inherent desire trends and then pursues
it passionately as its end game. It also
gets caught by the tempting influences
of the seeming world, and makes it its
dream destination. In both cases, taking
things on the face value, ahamkara
doesn’t feel the necessity of invoking

buddhi for due diligence, often leading
to undesirable ends. 

We, therefore, need to train our
mind to follow its usual design, with
special focus on ahamkara. The irony,
however, is that caught up in the usual
mills of life, our habit tendencies trap
ahamkara into its fold, which proves
limiting. So, the challenge before us is
to remain alert enough to use our
choice option in order to ensure that
ahamkara turns into a resolve to come
out with one’s best. In that case, it will
transgress the limits of habit tenden-
cies, and use other two dimensions of
mind optimally.

A person faced with a serious chal-
lenge came seeking guidance the other
day. His inflated ego was in evidence, as
Jupiter was placed adverse to both Sun
and Mars. When advised to turn his ego
into a resolve that could lead him to his
targeted destination, it was difficult for
him to digest. I had to explain it in
detail to make him understand.
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